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The goal of this thesis is to evaluate suppliers in the case company by a portfolio
model. Supplier evaluation is important in purchasing as it creates a basis for
supplier management. In the literature review, different portfolio models for supplier
evaluation and other methods for supplier evaluation are presented. This thesis is
also aiming to find correct criteria for supplier evaluation. Variety of supplier
evaluation criteria is presented based on the literature. After supplier evaluation, the
suppliers are divided in segments, and management models for each segment is
proposed. Supplier evaluation criteria are sent to personnel for evaluation;
afterwards criteria are weighted by Analytical Hierarchy process (AHP). Portfolio of
Rezaei &Ortt (2012) is chosen as a model portfolio, due to its multi-level and multicriteria aspects. The most important values for the case company appearing from
the supplier evaluation criteria questionnaire analysis were fluent supply chain, trust
for the supplier and sustainable values. Different supplier segments are also
analyzed, and management proposals are given recommended by the literature and
a set of supplier evaluation criteria are proposed to the case company.
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1.Introduction

1.1 Background of the thesis

Supplier management has increased its value in company processes during last
years. Today’s uncertainty in the world has created competitive environment for
every business (Wang 2010). Consumer behavior has become more
unpredictable, product life cycles are coming shorter and companies must offer
more diverse product assortment to keep customers satisfied. Therefore, many
companies are looking for their competitive advantages by concentrating on their
core business (Krause & Ellram, 1997)(Chen, 2012) (Handfield et al. 2000) and
outsourcing non-core activities. Also, the increased utilization of just in time
manufacturing, pushes companies to rationalize their supply base and to
emphasize the selection and evaluation of suppliers.

The need to involve

suppliers already in the design phase of the product increases importance on
suppliers (Pearson & Ellram, 1995). Companies must find more efficient suppliers
to increase their supply chain competitiveness, as in the competition nowadays all
supply chain must be involved (Chen, 2012). Literature regarding supplier
evaluation is vast and it started to appear since 60ties. However, the supplier
evaluation is not still fully exploited in many organizations. Time and resources
are still not appointed to the supplier evaluation enough, as it could come back
with increased profit as a result of well-defined supply base. Anyhow supplier
performance evaluation has been noted as a strategic issue for the company.
Supplier performance evaluation is part of the maintenance and improvement of
company’s competitive edge. However, evaluation of suppliers is not an easy task.
It includes a multi criteria decision-making problem (MCDM) due to its numerous
variables, which should not be ignored (Wang, 2010) (Lyés;Hongwei;& Xiolan,
2003).

This thesis is aiming to evaluate suppliers in the case company. Moreover, we
also aim to find the criteria used in supplier evaluation. Supplier evaluation can be
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done based on several different methods. This thesis is concentrating on portfoliobased models on supplier evaluation. In portfolio the suppliers can be divided in
different segments. Benefits of supplier segmentation includes that company can
find through segmentation strategies how to manage its suppliers (Rezaei & Ortt;
2012). Strategic segmenting of suppliers is determining the future of buyer
supplier relationship and is important feature of strategic sourcing (Day et al.
2008). After segmenting the supplier segment management should be created.

As firms are looking more close relationships with crucial suppliers, importance of
supplier evaluation is growing, companies should check that suppliers are meeting
their objects and maintaining needed performance level. Moreover, more firms
are interested in strategic partnership with their suppliers. Anyhow evaluating and
managing supplier performance is necessary but challenging. An effective method
is therefore needed for companies to evaluate suppliers based on their
performances. Best suppliers should be chosen for development and partnership
with them should be created. (Wang, 2010)

1.2 Research problem and delimitation

Currently, an extensive amount of literature about supplier evaluation exists. The
importance of the supplier management and evaluation is well understood already.
Still many companies are struggling how the suppliers should be evaluated. This
thesis is aiming to evaluate suppliers in the case company. Also, the correct criteria
to evaluate the suppliers are looked for. The thesis is looking for answer for the
below mentioned research questions:

1. Main research question: How to determine the best performing suppliers in
the case company by using portfolio model?
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2. Sub research question: Besides the classic variables such as price, defect
on deliveries, and volume of the purchases, which criteria are important for
the case company according to the perception of internal stakeholders?

Some limitations of the study correspond to the exclusive evaluation of the already
existing suppliers without consideration of potential new suppliers. Moreover, the
study is based on the opinions inside the company. Thus, opinions of other
stakeholders might give a different view. The thesis is also focusing minimally on
supplier risk management.

1.3 Methodology

The style of this thesis is descriptive quantitative study.

Data is collected by

questionnaires, company publications and directly from the data systems. Two
standardized questionnaires were sent to company personnel. First questionnaire
evaluated importance of supplier evaluation criteria in the case company according
to perception of the personnel coming from different departments. For the second
questionnaire 33 randomly selected suppliers were evaluated using the criteria
evaluated in the first questionnaire. Supplier evaluation criteria were divided on
capabilities and willingness. Finally, suppliers were mapped on the portfolio
according to their scores.

1.4. Conceptual framework for the thesis

This thesis is aiming to evaluate suppliers. Main factor affecting to the supplier
evaluation is competitive strategy of the company. Competitive strategy can be
thought as an input into the process. Competitive strategy of the company gives
range of measurements how the suppliers should be evaluated. It is giving answers
to the question: which are the factors affecting to the company’s competitive edge?
The supplier evaluation criteria must be created by following the competitive edge.
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Suppliers are evaluated under the developed criteria. Management strategies as
well as development strategies are created for the suppliers. One of the main
reasons for supplier evaluation is to find out how to manage different suppliers.
Supplier evaluation and management can be thought as an output of the process.

Figure 1 Conceptual framework for the thesis

Therefore, the supplier evaluation is a process, which starts from the company’s
competitive edge and ends into the supplier management and development. The
supplier evaluation gives answers and directs how suppliers should be evaluated
and segmented and how suppliers should be managed. Suppliers can be seen as
arm’s length partners with simple transactions or strategic partners with joint
projects. The management of different supplier segments should be different.
(Figure 1)
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1.5 Definitions of concepts

Competitive strategy

Competitive strategy creates a basis for supplier evaluation by defining the goal for
the supplier evaluation (Chen, 2012). Nair et al. (2015) also conclude that success
in purchasing outcomes is dependent on supplier selection, which is supporting
company’s competitive position.

One classic definition of competitive strategy is Porter’s typology defining strategies
to cost leadership and differentiation. Porter defines five different forces affecting a
company, which in the end define company profitability. The five factors are: the
threat of new entrants or substitute products, competition inside the industry and
bargaining power between buyer and supplier. Anyhow each company can have
possibility to influence on these five forces. Porter also reminds that the competitive
strategy is not only creation of the environment, but company can also try to change
the environment by its benefit. (Porter, 1985)

Company’s competitive strategy is a bundle of company targets by with the
company is competing on the market. Purchasing is viewed in a hierarchical
analysis directly jointed to company competitive strategy. Purchasing strategy is a
pattern of decisions related to receiving materials and services supporting the other
functions in a company, but in consistency with the company competitive strategy.
(Watts et al., 1992)

Supplier evaluation
In supplier evaluation, suppliers are evaluated usually aiming to find most best
performing suppliers in the company. In the supplier evaluation, the company
analyzes supplier’s performance through the history when working with that supplier
(Pearson & Ellram, 1995). The supplier evaluation aims to discover the most best
performing suppliers from the supplier base. Weber (1996) states that there are
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many different methods to evaluate suppliers. He found three main methods to
evaluate suppliers, which are categorical-, weighted point- and cost ratio methods.
In the categorical method, company must first agree about the evaluation variables
for their suppliers. After evaluation, variables are rated, and finally supplier with
highest ranking is chosen. This approach is simple and can be easily adapted by
any company. In the cost ratio method, variables are evaluated by costs and
variables are divided by percentages they hold of the total costs. Total costs will be
estimated within potential suppliers aiming to choose the supplier with the lowest
cost. The cost-ratio approach remains as a very complicated method and needs a
careful calculation of total costs. In the weighted point method variety of different
factors are weighted. Finally, all scores are counted together.

The main benefit coming from supplier evaluation consists in increased level of
information, and a good basis for future cooperation. Also, supplier evaluation
provides information from areas of improvement or suppliers, which can lead to
improved

performance

and

can

create

a

tool

for

future

negotiations.

(Imeri;Shahzad;Takala;Liu;& and Ali, 2014)

Supplier segmenting
In supplier segmentation, suppliers are classified in different segments and the
management style for each segment is created. The supplier segmentation helps
when choosing strategies how to manage each supplier. Anyhow, each supplier
should be managed in different way (Rezaei & Ortt, 2012). Supplier segmenting is
a part of strategic planning in a company, the idea is to segment the suppliers and
finally to handle them in different ways. Supplier segmenting should give a basis to
supplier management and development for the future planning. (Rezaei&Ortt, 2013)
Supplier segmenting helps to manage a large number of suppliers and creating
strategies for them, which is more efficient than create strategy for each supplier
separately (Chungguang;Rezaei;& Sarkis, 2017).
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Supplier evaluation criteria
Utilization of correct criteria remains as an essential and aspect in supplier
evaluation. Supplier evaluation criteria should follow to the strategy of the company.
When choosing one main driver for example cost reduction or customer satisfaction
for the theme of supplier evaluation, it can help the process and supplier criteria
selection and direct the supplier evaluation towards certain goal. (Rezaei& Ortt
2013) Variables like if supplier is able to meet quality requirements, delivery times
of the supplier and price are most common variables used in supplier evaluation
(Imeri;Shahzad;Takala;Liu;& and Ali, 2014). Nowadays, companies should analyze
many variables aiming to develop long-lasting relationships with their supplier.
Suppliers should be seen as uncountable resources for the company (Mandal &
Deshmukh, 1994).

Supplier management & development
The aim of supplier management is to find how to handle relationships with different
suppliers. Supplier management can include communication, supplier assessment
and all other attempts to support the relationship (Anderson et al. 1998). After the
process of supplier selection and classification, the relationship between the
company and the suppliers must be accomplished and managed (Rezaei& Ortt,
2012).
Supplier segmentation and supplier selection are components of supplier
management. The companies start with the supplier selection, after that they should
segment them and create management strategies for them (Rezaei& Ort, 2012).
Supplier development (SD) is referred as any effort to facilitate improvement of
supplier capabilities aiming to meet the buyer’s requirements. Activities belonging
in developing suppliers can include supplier assessment, performance feedback,
augmented performance expectations, education and training, recognition of
supplier, personnel exchange or financial investment. (Krause & Ellram, 1997)
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2. Supplier segmentation and assessment
2.1Different supplier assessment approaches
Due to the tendency to look for long term partnership and the need for fewer but
trustable partners the need for supplier evaluation is growing. (Ho;Xu;& Dey, 2009)
Also, continuous update for product assortment and short product life cycles, makes
companies constantly to look for new suppliers (Lyés;Hongwei;& Xiolan, 2003).
Gordon (2005) is stating some benefits related to the supplier evaluation. He is
concluding that the management of suppliers and supplier performance cannot be
done without measurement system. When you evaluate suppliers you make them
also to improve. The undiscovered expenditures and cost factors from supply chain
can be discovered. Also the information collected from the supplier evaluation can
be used in future business decision-making.

Supplier evaluation is needed in two different phases of supplier relationship
management. First, suppliers are evaluated in the selection process. After the
selection process, suppliers are evaluated regularly. Suppliers are evaluated and
given possibilities to enhance their achievements and capabilities. Supplier
evaluation helps to set targets for the desired performance level. (Osiro;.LimaJunior;& Carpinetti, 2014)

Traditionally the price has been most important variable in supplier selection.
Nowadays the focus on prices is moving more towards cost and total cost thinking.
Ellram (1995) emphasizes the importance of total cost of ownership philosophy in
supplier selection. Thus, when buying certain service or product under total cost of
ownership thinking, the most important aspect is to see their true cost. It needs that
the buying company analyses the most important cost throughout the product flow,
counting the costs coming from the acquisition, possession and use and when
distributing the certain product or service. According to Lasch & Janker (2005), who
performed an empirical study made in 2001 within 200 industrial companies, the
most used supplier rating method has been with almost 90% of the companies, price
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decision analysis method, cost analysis method has been used with 81% of the
companies.

Lyés et al. (2003) conclude different methods for supplier selection. In elimination
method, suppliers are compared based on single important criterion and minimum
level is set. Suppliers, which don’t reach the level, are eliminated. In case many
suppliers reach the same result, the second criterion will be chosen. In optimization
methods one function is optimized. The function can be just one criterion or a set of
criteria. In optimization methods called without constraints one single criterion is
chosen, most of often, criterion like price. After that, all costs are calculated and the
cheapest one is chosen (Timmerman, 1986).

Soukup (1987) propose a propalistic method, where future supplier behavior is
analyzed. Suppliers are given marks based on three different kinds of scenarios.
Suppliers that are under consideration behave similarly; suppliers with potential
differ remarkably; and the candidate supplier differs at least under some future
conditions. When suppliers are similar, a routine evaluation can be performed.
When suppliers differ from each other, probability for mistakes rise and selection
should be done carefully.

Suppliers can be evaluated also by categorical method, cost ratio method and
weighted point method (Dopler;Lee;& Burt, 1990). In categorical method each
supplier’s performance is divided in variables and after the performance is
supervised grades are given. In cost-ratio method performance of suppliers is
evaluated by costs. The total cost of each purchase is evaluated. Selling price and
internal costs are added to the purchase cost. Finally cost ratio is calculated and it
is compared with the supplier-purchasing price.

In weighted point method all

variables are weighted according to their importance, in quantitative terms. The
results are totaled and supplier with highest score is chosen (Timmerman, 1986).
Ho et al. (2009) stated that the evaluation of suppliers’ performance is more often
seen as a multi criteria problem than as single factor problem. Many types of multidecision approaches have been proposed for supplier evaluation such as: analytic
hierarchy process (AHP), analytic network process (ANP), case based reasoning
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(CBR), data envelopment analysis (DEA), fuzzy set theory, genetic algorithm,
mathematical programming, simple multi attribute rating technique (SMART) and
hybrid version of those.

Wagner & Johnson (2004) strongly support the use of portfolios in supplier
management. They conclude that managing supplier base; developing and
integrating suppliers can be achieved by using supplier portfolios. When suppliers
are evaluated as a set of supplies by strategic supplier portfolios the supplier base
will be optimized. The utilization of supplier portfolios might help companies to
sharpen their competitive edge. The following chapter will present some commonly
used supplier segmenting portfolios.

Bossert at al. (2008) emphasize the importance of a continuous and systematic
supplier rating. They state that: “Maintaining satisfactory supplier performance is
essential to all who purchase goods and services”. Data must be collected and
analyzed and areas of improvement must be looked for. They also propose
companies to install supplier evaluation systems or supplier evaluation scorecards.
Anyhow supplier selection has become more complex task in recent years. The
markets have become more global so also the quantity of possible suppliers has
increased. Therefore the choosing the correct supplier is more difficult. Also the
quantity of the supplier evaluation criteria has increased. The increased number of
criteria creates difficulties and makes the process more time consuming.
(Altinoz;Kilduff;& S.C, 2009)

2.2 Supplier segmenting portfolios
In the beginning portfolio models were applied for strategic decision-making and for
resource planning. Their main performance has been in strategic planning. In the
beginning portfolios were used more in strategic planning or marketing, not so
frequently in purchasing. Anyhow the situation is changing due to the fact that
purchasing has been seen more part of strategic planning than before. (Nellore &
Klas, 2000)
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One of the most famous portfolios is the Boston Consulting Group's (BCG)
growth/share matrix (Olsen & Ellram, 1997). The matrix was created in 1970, in
Boston, US (Haradhan, 2018). BCG matrix provides clear two-dimensional
comparison of management strategic business units. The matrix compares the
industry growth rate, which is placed in the vertical axis against the relative market
share, placed in the horizontal axis. The classic segments are named as cows,
stars, question marks, and dogs. Stars are valuable products as they are holding a
large part of an agile market. (Figure 2) Stars are most profitable products for the
company. When the industry matures, the star changes to a cash cow. They hold
also a large part of the market share, but the market has already matured, or it grows
slowly. They are named as cash cows, because they generate income over their
needs. Question marks, which are also known as problematic products, are
products that hold only a small portion of agile market. For the question marks,
company should create a new strategy how to manage them, as they do not bring
the maximum profit. Dogs are products that have also small markets share also in
matured market. Dogs often are exterminated or stopped through savings.
(Haradhan, 2018)

Figure 2 Boston consulting group Growth/share matrix adapted from (Haradhan, 2018. An
analysis on BCG Growth sharing matrix. Noble International Journal of Business and
Management Research, p.4)
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Later on, the portfolio models have been modified for purchasing use. The literature
offers variety of supplier segmenting portfolios. Portfolios have different styles for
approaching the matter of supplier evaluation. Perhaps, the mostly referred portfolio
is the portfolio of Krajlic (1983), which can be considered as a pioneer of its field. In
the portfolio of Krajlic, the product type purchased is the basis of analysis. Another
traditional model is the portfolio model of Dyer;Cho;& Chu (1998), where the buyer
is dividing the suppliers in arm’s length and strategic partners according its own
view. Bensaou (1999) created a portfolio focusing on the relationship between the
supplier and the buyer, and the amount of specific investments made between them.
A three-dimensional portfolio view is offered by Rezaei & Ortt (2012). The third
dimension of the portfolio represents other functions of the company. They, also see
supplier evaluation as a multi criteria problem. The portfolios are shortly presented
below.

Krajlic has been the first creator of segmenting suppliers. His portfolio has been
often used as a reference for subsequent models (Rezaei & Ortt, 2012). Thus,
several authors modified Krajlic’s model by adding factors as: involvement, risk
factoring, functional factors and strategic factors in the analysis (Rezaei & Ortt,
2012). Krajlic proposed to create purchasing strategy by segmenting the products
instead of the direct segmenting of the suppliers. The matrix is divided in two
phenomena, profit impact and supply risk. In the portfolio products are divided in 4
different segments such as bottleneck items, leverage items, strategic items, and
non- critical items. (Figure 3) Strategic items need for example, careful forecasting,
market analysis and long-term relationship creation with the supplier. Also make or
buy- analysis might become reasonable, when analyzing strategic items. On the
other hand, bottleneck items might need more careful stock planning and
calculation, and back up planning as well. The leverage items can be exploited by
the volumes and stock controlling. Non-critical items only can be handled by stock
optimization and simple market analysis (Kraljic, 1983).
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Figure 3 Product portfolio by Kraljic (Kraljic, 1983; Purchasing must become supply
management; p.112)

According to Kraljic, the purchases should be initially divided in the aforementioned
four indistinctive product categories. Next, the buyer evaluates its own bargaining
power against the supplier. The buyer should look how is the production capacity of
the supplier and analyze, whether the product is very unique, annual purchasing
volumes, and if there is an expectation in the demand growth and costs occurred in
delivery defects. The third step comprises the company placing suppliers on the
matrix according to their level of power in the relation, supplier strength or supply
market strength (Figure 4).
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Figure 4 Purchasing portfolio matrix by Kraljic (Kraljic, 1983; Purchasing must become
supply management; p.114)

If buyer possesses an aggressive role and the supplier holds only medium or low
power, the aggressive strategy is proposed. The buyer could create exploiting
strategy against the supplier. When the supplier is having a possessive role, the
buyer should take a defensive role, or even look for replacing suppliers. When the
powers between the supplier and the buyer are almost equal, a balancing role
should be taken. Very aggressive or too defensive role might be considered as harm
for the relationship. The fourth and the last step consist to create action plans for
each product groups.

Now after decades of creation from portfolio of Kraljic, the categories how to
leverage products have faced a change. According to sustainable supply chain
management, the items are categorized differently, aiming to look for more strategic
partnership. Anyhow the portfolio of Krajlic is not taking consideration of the type of
the supplier relationship, which can affect how to deal with certain product groups.
(Pagell;Wu;& Wasserman, 2010)
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Dyer;Cho;& Chu (1998) state that all suppliers should be analyzed and observed
whether their product purchased belongs to the key competencies of the company.
The suppliers’ segmentation in arm lengths or partner suppliers performed by the
company will result in competitive advantage for the company. Strategic partnership
is required when the value or importance of exchange is meaningful for the buyer.
Arm length suppliers are used in inputs that are necessary but not strategically
important. The success of Japanese companies has been explained at some point
with the higher development of partnership with their suppliers in comparison with
the arm length relationships.

However, some researchers found out that the

partnership is more costly to start and keep up than other types of relationships.
(Dyer;Cho;& Chu, 1998)

Bensaou (1999) studied US and Japanese companies’ relationships between
suppliers and buyers. He found out that high level of specific investments correlates
with long-term partnership and strategic partnerships.

He created a portfolio

comparing specific investments coming from buyer (on vertical axis) and specific
investments coming from supplier (on horizontal axis). When both sides buyer’s and
suppliers’ assets are low, the frequency of relationship is called market change. In
a situation, when buyer’s specific assets are high, and suppliers’ assets are low the
frequency is called captive supplier. When both have equally assets invested can
be called strategic partnership. Supplier can be called captive, when its assets are
high compared to buyer’s assets. (Figure 5)
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Figure 5 Frequency of relationships by Bensaou portfolios of buyer-supplier relationship
(1999), pp 36

The study of Bensaou found out that in Japan 35% were captive suppliers on the
other hand US companies had 42% importance of captive buyer relationships. The
situation was explained that Japanese companies can keep their suppliers more or
less like hostages and they can ask special investments from their suppliers. These
cannot be called as strategic partnership as the buyer can keep its options opened.
On the other hand, US companies have had supplier base more stable and essay
of maintaining longer relationship. Finally, Bensaou reminds that any segment of
suppliers is not necessarily over another; the key question is how the segments are
managed.

Rezaei & Ortt (2012) created a new multi-variable approach to segment suppliers.
Their model is based on both portfolio and involvement methods. Their model is also
aiming to give a view how to enter from supplier segmenting to supplier
management. The model is requiring that potential of supplier be estimated by
looking for supplier capabilities and willingness. Secondly the model is asking that
the supplier evaluation cross the department barriers, not only looking for benefits
of purchasing department. Supplier is seen more as a partner then a competitor or
opponent. Thirdly the model is looking for the functions behind supplier like supplier
development and management. Segmentation of suppliers aims to find the best
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strategies how to manage different segments and suppliers. The model of Rezaei &
Ortt (2012) is having three-dimensional form compared to the previous twodimensional formulas to create cross-departmental co-operation between suppliers
and buyers, which means to work also on other functional area than purchasing.
(Figure 6)

Figure 6 A three-dimensional form to segment suppliers (Rezaei & Ortt, 2012; pp.4599)

According to Rezaei & Ort (2012) the portfolio axes are created by supplier
willingness and capabilities. The third axe is created by different functions of the
company; it also creates a third dimension for the evaluation. Suppliers are
evaluated by all these three dimensions.

Wagner & Jean (2004) state that the supplier portfolio helps company to manage its
supplier relationships not separately but as a bundle of suppliers and it helps
company to optimize its supplier base. A portfolio perspective helps company to
decide and prioritize suppliers, who should receive more attention and resources.
By using strategic portfolio risks, trade-offs, and interdependencies can be
analyzed. Purchasing portfolio models have become favored and universal due to
the fact they are easily communicated, and they guide how to manage different
suppliers (Dubois, 2002)
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2.2.1 Limitations of the portfolio models
Portfolio models have faced also lot of criticism. They have been criticized not offer
enough explanations and instructions how to each segment should be managed.
Segmenting itself can cause problems. It is time consuming and can be also
confusing to categorize all products and suppliers, and more importantly they all do
not fit perfectly on the certain given categories. One problematic factor is that
parameters and dimensions are estimations more than exact measurements.
Another risk factor when using portfolio models is that resulting strategies can be
independent or even too contradictory (Olsen & Ellram, 1997). Also, a problem of
the portfolio model can be told that they do not explain connections between two or
more variables and information related to the strategic decision is low (Olsen &
Ellram, 1997) (Nellore & Klas, 2000). Anyhow more important than where and why
certain supplier is situated; is how that supplier segment is managed (Wagner &
Johnson, 2004). According to Olsen& Ellram (1997) when using portfolio models, it
should be kept in mind that they have their limitations and perhaps they should be
combined with other tools.

2.3 Supplier evaluation criteria
2.3.1 Supplier evaluation criteria

Choosing the correct supplier evaluation criteria is important in supplier evaluation.
The criteria for supplier evaluation should follow the strategy of the company. When
choosing one main driver such as cost reduction or customer satisfaction, it can help
the process of supplier evaluation and supplier criteria selection (Rezaei& Ortt 2013)
Important part of supplier evaluation criteria is subjective, meaning that it cannot be
measured in quantitative methods. Other part is objective criteria, which is easy to
measure (Lyés;Hongwei;& Xiolan, 2003). Dickson was one of the first authors who
published about supplier evaluation and variables creation in 1966.He created 23
factors for the decision making to determine the most suitable partner. Dickson’s
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variables are later used and modified or added with other adjectives. Anyhow, they
have created the basis how the variables could be used in supplier evaluation.

Olsen & Ellram (1997) are proposing three-step analysis for the portfolio. First, the
purchases itself should be evaluated. They recommend to create criteria in order to
analyze how valuable strategically is the purchase. In the strategic factors, they
include competence factors, economical factors, and also evaluation of the difficulty
of the purchase. One competence factor includes the analysis of whether the
purchase is part of the company’s core business. Competence factors also describe
whether the purchase is increasing information of technological capabilities in the
company. Economical factors include monetary value, and analyze if the purchase
brings certain leverage value for other items bought by the company. Image factors
study if the purchase brings positive image to the buying company. The product
factors evaluate how new is the purchase and complex it is. Whether the purchased
item is particularly complex or new, the importance of the supplier relationship
increases. The supply market factors analyze supplier’s power in terms of company
size, number of suppliers, resource dependency, criticality of the purchase, and
suppliers’ technical and commercial competence. The environmental factors
evaluate risk and uncertainty related to the purchase.

The second step, after the purchases of the company are analyzed, involves the
evaluation of the supplier relationships. The analysis of factors affecting the supplier
attractiveness is recommended. The financial and economical factors include:
financial stability, evaluation of supplier's margins, scale and experience, and the
barriers the supplier's suffer to enter and exit the company. An economic factor is
also slack. By slack I mean costs, which are caused by suppliers but occur in
suppliers premises. Traditional criteria such as delivery, quality and price comprise
performance factors. The technological factors analyses supplier’s technological,
design, development, and patency capacities. (Olsen & Ellram, 1997) The cultural,
organizational, and strategic factors evaluate the influence of the relationships on
the supply chain position of the company. Factors for evaluating opportunistic
conduct and other external and internal factors as well, are also important. Other
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factors include the ability of the suppliers to adapt according to the environmental
changes such as modifications in the legislation, the level of the existent
competition, or supply conditions. Safety records of the supplier accounts also as
another important factor. Strength of the relationship is evaluated by economic
factors like the dollar value of the purchase, by the volume of the supplier's sales
being purchased by the buyer, and exit costs when going out from the market.
Levels of exchange of the product/service including financial or social exchange
and/or exchange of knowledge are also factors to be analyzed. Higher levels
correlate with the emergence of stronger bonds in relationship. The level of personal
contact, duration of the relationships, and the number of other partners as well, will
also outline the strength of the relationship. The evaluation of different distances;
social, cultural, technological, time, and geographic can also evaluate the level of
relationship. (Olsen & Ellram, 1997)

After the purchases of the company and the relationships of the supplier are
analyzed, the third step involves the development of action plans following the
evaluation and comparison of the mentioned analysis

In the last decade the awareness of sustainable values has increased. The literature
is offering several examples of sustainable supplier selection and evaluation. Due
to increased customer awareness and ecological pressure coming from
stakeholders many companies have started to greening their supply chain and look
for sustainable values. (Luthra;Govindan;Kannan;Kumar Mangla;& Prakash Carg,
2017) Sustainable supply chain management has started to obtain more attention
in the past decade due to pressure increased by consumers, different organizations,
communities, legislation and regulations, to social, economical and environmental
responsibility. (Govindan;Khodaverdi;& Jafarian, 2012). Many authors stated
already the importance of environmental factors. Anyhow it is needed that also more
social criteria will be developed like employee health, child labor and social equity.
(Govindan;Khodaverdi;& Jafarian, 2012) There are many activities that can be
called as green supply chain initiatives such as: green purchasing, eco design,
reverse logistics, supplier environmental cooperation and implementation of green
management system (Sarkis, 2006). Luthra et al. (2017) evaluate suppliers based
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on three different dimensions, economic, environmental and social dimension. In
their study most weight was put on environmental dimension.

According to the literature review of Chen et al., (Chen, 2012) the common variables
in supplier evaluation criteria have been price, delivery on time, and quality of the
product. The supplier evaluation criteria should follow the competitive strategy of the
company. Company key success factors should be transformed into supplier
selection indicators. Finally, supplier selection criteria are divided in two sections;
competition factors and organizational factors. Criteria regarding the competition
factors are cost, quality, and delivery time and service; while and criteria regarding
organizational factors are technical and production capability, relationship
combination, and organizational management. Ho et al. (2009) concluded in their
literature review that the most used criteria are also: quality, delivery, and price/cost.
The criterion quality was found in 87,18% of papers reviewed, the delivery was
found from 82,05% and price/cost 80,77%.

Supplier criteria should be correlating with supplier selection criteria. Therefore, the
supplier segmenting criteria should be called supplier potential criteria. Criteria can
be divided in three different groups: 1) elements of exchange, which refer to goods
or services provided by a supplier; 2) supplier related criteria, with refers to the
characteristic of the supplier and 3) supplier relation criteria, where good criteria
describe the relationship between supplier and buyer. Anyhow after dividing criteria
in three parts, finally everything can be spread only in two main criteria: capabilities
and willingness.

(Rezaei & Ortt, 2012) Also Nair et al. (2015) stated that

capabilities of suppliers should be evaluated by multiple variables. Capabilities
ultimately can define the supplier performance. Supplier potentiality, which
represents supplier capabilities and willingness, can be defined as ability to engage
to partnership and mutual goals. The meaning of capabilities and willingness can
vary across the company. Therefore a panel of experts or decision makers can be
suitable to define the criteria. (Rezaei & Ortt, 2012) Besides the aforementioned,
Dumond (1991) stated that different measures create different results and lead to
different managerial decisions.
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Table 1 Criteria used more than once in supplier evaluation
Criteria

Dickson

Ollsen&

Luthra

(Chen

Ho et al.

Rezaei &

(1966)

Ellram

et al.

2012)

( 2009)

Ortt(2013)

(1997)

(2017)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Technical capability

*

*

*

Price

*

*

*

Quality

*

Financial position

*

Management

*

Delivery expectations

*

Geographical location

*

*

Labor relations record

*

*

Possibility to train and educate

*

Profit

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Quantity of past business

*

*

Communication system

*

*

Operational controls (for example

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*
*

*

reporting, quality, inventory)
Position in the industry

*

*

*

Attitude

*

*

*

Warranty and claims policy

*

*

*

Ability to meet your packaging

*

*

*

Impression made by the supplier

*

*

*

Repair service

*

*

*

requirements

Feeling of trust in relation with the

*

*

*

supplier
Is the purchase part of final product

*

*

*

with added value or profit?
The desire to do business with your

*

*

company
Likelihood to comply your processes

*

Performance history of the supplier

*

*
*

Slack

*

Supplier’s power

*

*
*

Green management

*

*

Green packing and labeling

*

*
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Waste management and pollution

*

*

prevention
Lead time required

*

Production facilities and capability

*

Transportation cost

*

Cost reduction capability

*
*
*
*

*

According to the literature review (Table 1) the most used criterion was technical
capabilities. It appeared in all six publications. In five publications appeared criteria
were price, quality, financial position and management. In four publications were
mentioned criteria of delivery expectations, geographical location, financial position,
labor relations record and possibility to train and educate. Anyhow, 99 of 133
(around 74%) criteria were mentioned only once, which might mean the high level
of variance of different types of criteria. (Table 2)
Table 2 Criteria mentioned single time in the literature review
Dickson (1966) Future purchases of the vendor to your company
Ollsen& Ellram (1997) Is the purchase bringing leverage to other purchases?, Barriers to
supplier entry and exit, Is the purchase improving knowledge of the company?, Purchase
novelty, Supplier critical name or brand name, Supplier design capabilities, Supplier
development speed, Supplier patent protection, Influence on company’s network position,
Internal and external integration of supplier, Management attitude for the future, Is there potential
environment or safety factors?, Supplier margins, General risk and uncertainty of the supplier,
Ability to cope with changes in the environment, Volume or dollar value of purchases,
Importance of the buyer to the supplier, Is the purchase part of final product with added value or
profit?, Level and number of personal contacts, Number of other partners, Is the technological
aspect of the buyer is improved by the purchase?, Cooperation in development, Technical
cooperation, Integration of management, Social distance, Cultural distance, Technological
distance, Purchase complexity, Supplier commercial competence, Environment risk and
uncertainty
Luthra et al. (2017): Green R&D, Occupational health and safety systems, the rights of
stakeholders, Information disclosure, Flexibility, Environmental management system, Green
design and purchasing, Green manufacturing, Employment relations
Chen (2012) Procedure legibility, Business relations, Mutual negotiations
Ho et al. ( 2009) Total quality management program, Number of shipments to arrive on time,
Sample delivery time, Acceptable parts per million, Appropriateness of the materials price to the
market price
Competitiveness of cost, Direct cost, Fluctuations on costs, Rejection in production line, Quality
assurance production, ISO quality system installed, Low defect rate, Number of bills received
from the supplier without errors, Number of quality staff, Perfect rate, Quality data and reporting,
Quality management practices and systems, Rejection from customers, Service quality
experience, Documentation and self-audit
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Quality manual, Appropriateness of delivery date, Compliance with due date, Corrective and
preventive action system, Unit cost, Ordering cost, Delivery mistakes, Quality planning,
Continuous improvement program
Rezaei & Ortt(2013) Willingness to integrate supply management relationship, Recycling and
reverse logistic program, Willingness to share information, ideas, technology and cost savings,
Consistency and follow-through, Supplier's effort in eliminating waste, Supplier's effort in JIT,
Public disclosure of environmental record, Willingness to invest in specific equipment, Long-term
relationship, Reserve capacity, Technology development, Reliability of product, Impact on
energy utilization, Ease of maintenance design, Market sensing, Customer linking, Supplier's
order entry and invoicing system, Innovation, Industry knowledge, Commitment to continuous
improvement in product and process, ISO 14000 and 14001 certifications, Open to site
evaluation, Performance awards, Bidding procedural compliance, Reciprocal arrangements,
Innovation, Supplier process capability, Ethical standards

When dividing the criteria between different segments; cost, delivery, ethics,
knowledge, others, quality, social factors, sustainability and technical capabilities.
Most of the criteria, 25 pcs were classified as others, 23 pcs were classified under
technical capabilities, 21 was under quality, cost had 16 criteria, sustainability
related were 15 pcs, social factors were 13 pcs, ethics and knowledge 6 and finally
delivery related criteria were 6 pcs. Criteria divided into different segments is
supporting the view of criteria diversity, as segment others became a largest group.
Also, technical capabilities can be seen important factor, when criteria are
segmented. (Figure 7)
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Figure 7 Criteria divided in categories

Thiruchelvam &Tookey made literature review about criteria used in supplier
evaluation by comparing publications between 1966-2001 and 2001-2010. They
concluded price, quality and delivery are still the most used criteria. Anyhow the
criterion price has been considered in recent publications as total cost instead of net
price. Suppliers are expected to meet the quality specifications with compatible
price and fulfilling the needs of delivery requirements. An ideal supplier should have
production facilities and capability to meet the purchaser’s demands. Technical
capability is important when evaluating supplier’s outlook. Analysis of supplier’s
organization and management gives purchaser idea about its sustainability and
durability. Financial situation gives idea about the future business possibilities.
Repair service criterion tells about supplier’s technical problem solving abilities.
Geographical situation is important when you have to calculate costs of trade
barriers and other kind of tariff payments. Local or global analysis should then take
place. Suppliers past performance analysis can also give hint about to future
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performance. Attitude is subjective element, anyhow it is important to avoid
suppliers with negative attitude. Flexibility as a supplier criterion can be seen as a
value adding factor and fortifying ties between buyer and supplier. Reliability is
important factor when deliveries are evaluated. Supplier should be able to deliver
correct goods, in correct time and fulfill other terms, which have been agreed by the
contract. Supplier with continuous improvement program such as: total quality
management (TQM), Six sigma, and ISO 9000 are seen in positive light in the
business operations. Also nowadays is important to evaluate supplier’s ability to
manage environmental factors. Many companies also very well respect social
responsibility of the supplier. Occupational safety is important when cooperating
with some installation projects with suppliers. Other convincing factors can be
integrity, professionalism and economic and political situations.

Supplier evaluation is a multi-criteria decision making problem. (Ho;Xu;& Dey, 2009)
Nowadays, the criteria that suppliers should fulfill are increasing. Competition is
higher and demand is also different with different companies. Different companies
and business have a different variety of criteria to look for from their suppliers.

2.4 Supplier evaluation processes
Chen (2012) proposes different supplier selection and evaluation steps. As a first
step, the company competitive strategy is identified. Competitive strategy is
analyzed by SWOT matrix.

Then, the variety of the supplier relationships is

analyzed. After that supplier evaluation criteria and indicators are established based
on company key success factors and business strategy and its SWOT analysis.
Next, suitable suppliers are selected and their performances are evaluated.

Parasuraman (1980) has been one of the first creators of supplier segmentation
methods. His wanted to segment suppliers based on the items purchased and
connect them with company’s own customer segments. He created four steps for
customer segmenting. First, the key features of customer segments should be
identified. Next, critical supplier characteristics should be described. The variables
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for supplier segmentation should be selected in the next step. Finally, supplier
segments should be identified.

Olsen & Ellram (1997) identified a three-step process for managing supplier
relationships based on the portfolio models: a) initially, components are classified in
the different dimensions of the portfolio model; b) suppliers are classified following
their attractiveness. Here, strength of the relationship is also evaluated; lastly, c)
strategies are constructed aiming to improve the relationship. For the utilization of
Krajlic portfolio, also three-step process can be identified as mentioned by Olsen &
Ellram (1997). First, products are classified in two dimensions based on the
complexity of the supply and the importance of the purchase. After that the
categories found in step one, supplier strength versus buyer strength should be
mapped. The third step includes the development of action plans for each category.
The proposed strategies can be found from exploiting to relationship creating. Also
the portfolio of Bensaou can be analyzed by building a process around it. First, in
his model, supplier relationships are classified into four categories based on buyers'
specific investments, and suppliers' specific investment: market exchange, captive
buyer, captive supplier and strategic partnership. Second step is formed by the
product level analysis, including component, market and supplier characteristics for
the four mentioned relationships. The third step consists the management plan,
where plan is created for each supplier profile in order to manage the relationship
and increase supplier capabilities in order to answer buyer’s requirements (Nellore
& Klas, 2000)

Hald & Ellegarrd (2011) propose a model for supplier evaluation process. First, the
supplier performance evaluation system should be designed. Key indicators and
performance indicators should be decided and measured. (Choi & Hartley, 1996)
Second, supplier performance system should be implemented. Data from the
processes is collected and updated in regular basis. (Araz, 2007) Third, the supplier
performance evaluation system is used and implemented. Performance data is
collected, reviewed, and actions are made. (Dumond, 1994) Hald & Ellegaard
(2011) suggest that a process model for supplier evaluation might be beneficial.
Process model will help to evaluate and control unwanted movements in the supply
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chain. It will also help mapping all activities and actors involved in it, it also helps to
map observed or hypothesis movements and supplier impacts.

Gordon (2005) divides supplier evaluation in seven stages. First supplier goals
should be chosen. Goals should be in line with the company strategy. Secondly
evaluation approach should be decided. The evaluation approach can be based on
the following topics: finance, operative performance, business processes
willingness or cultural and risk factors. Third step is to gather data. Data collection
can include many different types of methods for example; questionnaires, system
data, visits and certifications. Next step is to insert the method and data in the
system and decide levels of measurements. It can be performed with a third-party
standard such as ISO 9001 and use its specific practices. Another option is to
benchmark performance against competitors or market leaders, or measure
performance with the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award criteria, an official
evaluation of the performance of United States organizations. One option is also to
develop scorecards and KPIs based on system data or obtain feedbacks from
stakeholders. It is also possible to develop your own evaluation and certification
aiming to measure the performance with this tool. It would be beneficial to find best
metrics inside the company and outside the company. When the data is collected it
should be deployed into the system. For systems that require data extraction,
perhaps link information from disparate systems should be created. Many
companies send the collected performance data to suppliers. Anyhow the data
communicated should be actionable. Finally, the evaluation aims to supplier
performance improvement and supplier development.

According to Rezaei & Ortt (2013) to begin the process of supplier evaluation is to
choose the functions that the company is performing. Secondly should be analyzed
whether the functions should be outsourced or performed internally. If the function
is decided to be outsourced the importance of the functions should be ranked. Then
the suppliers should be chosen based on their function. After that the suppliers
should be segmented based on the criteria of capabilities and willingness. After that
management strategies and development strategies should be chosen. Finally
performance of the supplier is evaluated. If the supplier fulfills needs of its function,
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its capabilities and willingness is evaluated. If the supplier is not fulfilling its need,
should be evaluated if the supplier is able to develop, if it is able to develop again
the capabilities and willingness should be checked. At the end of the process
supplier can be evaluated again and the capabilities and willingness can be looked
again. If the supplier cannot be developed or improved, should be checked it could
be replaced. If the supplier cannot be replaced, should be checked if the function
could be performed internally. (Figure 7)

Figure 8 The conceptual framework for supplier-related activities for a buyer by Rezaei&Ortt (2012)
pp. 4605
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2.5. Supplier management and development
2.5.1 Supply base management
Supply base management (SBM) is a fundamental tool for the management of
complex supply chains. SBM is aiming to handle defaults, which may have serious
business impacts. Currently, there is tendency towards reducing supplier quantity in
order

to

manage

complexity

of

the

supply

chain.

(Parmara;Wua;Callarman;Fowlera;& Wolfea, 2008)

Many different initiatives and reasons may exist when deciding SBM strategies.
(Day & Magnan, 2008) One common management action is supply base
rationalization aiming to reduce number of suppliers. The logic behind this
procedure is to reduce costs and receive savings from supplier relationship
management. Another driver might be the need to create deeper relationships with
smaller number of suppliers, which can lead to additional benefits, innovations, and
enhancements. On the other hand, dealing with smaller number of suppliers might
increase the risk of supplier opportunism (Stump & Heide, 1996). Instead of treating
all suppliers on the same way, companies should create relational standards, (Heide
& John, 1992) motivate initiatives against opportunism and speculation (Stump &
Heide,

1996)

and

create

different

models

for

supplier

development

(Krause;Handfield;& Scannel, 1998).

Parmara & al. (2008) divide supplier base management in three different categories:
(1) supply base rationalization, (2) supplier development and (3) supplier evaluation.

Supply base rationalization is based of analysis of suppliers who are not able to
answer given requirements. Those suppliers might be excluded from the supplier
base. The supply base rationalization is aiming to create a bundle of suppliers who
are able to achieve given requirements. Methods for supplier development include
Kaizen techniques, process analysis, stock reduction, training, preventive
maintenance, etc. Supplier evaluation consist all kind of different efforts put in
supplier selection.
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The supply base management has three phases according to Bygballe & Persson
(2015). First supply base should be analyzed. The reasons behind supply chain
complexity and dependencies should be looked for. Supply base can be mapped by
products and product groups, regions and countries, and suppliers. Also, already
existing supply base strategies should be checked and compared if they are
congruent with the company strategies. The second phase is to analyze the cost
situation and look for options and alternative ways of designing and organizing the
supply base. Managers should analyze costs from different aspects including
importance, technological complexity, market complexity, dependence and sourcing
aspects, administrative and physical transaction costs, and other commonalities.
Most suitable alternatives and new targets of development should be found. New
supply strategies and action plans uniform with corporate strategies should be
created. Third phase is to segment and standardize the supply base. It means
coping with complexity and dependence. New products and new collaboration
challenges with suppliers should be created. Joint planning and knowledge sharing
should be practiced. (Figure 9)

1.Map and analyze
the supply base and
existing strategies

2.Evaluate and
develop supply base
strategies

3. Act, interact andimplement supply base
strategies
.

Figure 9 development of supply base strategies (Bygballe & Persson, 2015)p.80
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Bygballe & Persson (2015) see two main challenges in supply base management.
Supply base challenges can be divided in complexity and dependencies between
buyer and supplier. Besides these supply base is also affected by different kind of
trends. Trends can be classified in four different types; technology development,
offshoring and low cost country sourcing, internationalization and globalization,
company’s buy and build strategies, specialization and selective growth.

Companies can use two different types of strategies to deal with complexity. They
may improve or decrease their strengths to deal with complexity. According to
Bygballe & Persson (2015), the purchasing organization can answer these
challenges classifying and discriminating suppliers and decreasing supply base.
Also commodity teams can be introduced to help in standardization and
simplification. (Holmen & Jansen, 2007) The product teams should look for
combining opportunities and possibilities. Cross functional teams in purchasing can
be effective to reduce complexity in product design phase. Also, regulation of the
goods and a fast input time in the system might diminish the cases of matured
products. To fight with complexity, company should benefit from volumes,
unification, focusing on quantity of suppliers, standardization of purchased products
and simplification of procedures and supplier anatomies. These actions are
happening inside the company. The company should also analyze how to divide its
purchasing budget. Company should utilize best performing suppliers with certain
purchases and choose whom to give the volumes in order to optimize savings. Basic
principles in SBM which can be used to fight against complexity include
standardization, delegating sourcing, rationalizing supply base and benefiting
volumes, and organizing suppliers in different levels. (Holmen et al., 2007)

Company can try to avoid or reduce dependency on suppliers. (Dubois, 2002)
Company can avoid dependence by looking for alternative suppliers and benefit
from sourcing strategies like multiple sourcing, or it can decide insource some
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activities and resources (Van Weele, 2010). Other methods to overcome
dependencies result in the simplification of the products. Then companies have
larger quantity of potential suppliers for the simplified products.

When measuring suppliers by capability and willingness, suppliers with low
capability and low willingness are advised going to be replaced by others. Suppliers
with low capabilities and high willingness can offer more benefit from the relationship
than the buyer company. Therefore, the capabilities can be improved with some
support. As the willingness is high, it might be reasonable to have a commitment
with these suppliers. Buyer and supplier can form cross-functional teams and try to
solve problems related to the missing capabilities. Suppliers with high capabilities
and low willingness might believe they don’t have enough benefit from the
relationship, or it is just not important. In this case, the buyer should look for the
reasons why the supplier is not interested in a close relationship. In case of suppliers
with high capabilities and high level of willingness, the buyer can usually obtain
benefit from the relationship with this kind of companies. On the other hand, is highly
probable that the supplier is benefiting from the relationship and the relationship has
moved towards partnership. (Rezaei & Ortt, 2013)

According to portfolio analysis of Rezaei & Ortt (2012), suppliers should be
encouraged to move into better segments. It can be done by supplier management
and development processes. As a result of improving supplier capabilities, supplier
could move from SM1 to SM3 or from SM2 to SM4. They also state that not only
improving supplier capabilities, but also increasing the willingness, is important.
After improving supplier willingness supplier can move from segment SM1 to SM2
or from SM3 to SM4. Suppliers in segment-1 own low capabilities and low
willingness. Often, these suppliers are advised to be replaced or it should be
planned how the situation of these suppliers could be improved. In the segment-2,
suppliers have low capabilities but high willingness. These suppliers might have
more beneficial relationship than the buyer, and capabilities of these suppliers could
be developed as they have high levels of willingness. In the segment-3, suppliers
have high capabilities but low-level of willingness. Here is more obvious that the
relationship is more beneficial to the buyer, or the relationship is not enough
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important for development. In this situation, the buyer should find reason behind the
behavior and create a closer relationship, as these suppliers are profitable. The
segment-4 includes the best suppliers carrying high willingness and high
capabilities. Often, buyers may get advantage from these suppliers acquiring
products with low prices, good delivery terms, or high quality. (Figure 8)

Figure 10 Supplier development by Rezaei& Ortt (2012) pp 4603

Bensaou (1999) divided suppliers in four different segments: captive buyer, market
exchange,

captive

supplier

and

strategic

partnership.

Market

exchange

relationships include processes routinized by contracting and bidding. Suppliers
usually produce according to the instructions of the buyer and interaction in product
development does not exist. However, social climate keeps in positive tone. Captive
buyer segment comprises operational processes, which have been transferred in
easy to follow procedures. Often complexity of the product needs information
exchange in continuous basis. Companies are working together in different areas in
design, manufacturing, quality, and purchasing. The social climate is typically tense,
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even if the business is successful. Strategic partnerships, which are close
relationships, include partners exchanging information through reports. They have
operating processes and standardized rules, electronic transfers, and direct faceto-face interaction. The social climate in strategic partnerships is described by trust
and collaboration. In partnerships like some market-exchange relationships, a
strong will of sharing risks and benefits is seen. Captive-supplier relationships allow
lower level of information exchange. The communication focuses on complex
coordinating tasks. Social climate stays positive even in the absence of much
cooperation between the buyer and supplier.

2.5.2 Supplier relationship management

As markets have changed during last years and competition has been increased,
the relationship between buyer and supplier has been under greater interest. As
purchasing has increased its strategic value in the company, it made most
organizations to look for more closer cooperation with its suppliers. As the
dependency on those suppliers increased, therefore need for professional Supplier
Relationship Management (SRM) has been identified. (Moeller;Fassnacht;& Klose,
2008)
Bensaou defines two kinds of successful relationships: high requirements-high
capabilities relationships, and low requirements-low capabilities relationships. He
also claims for the possibility of failure with under designed relationships and
overdesigned relationships. Problem of over designing can occur when company
emphasizes too much on the relationship and design of new product, ignoring the
fact that market needs simple product. The problem of over designing can create
risks and be expensive. On the other hand, a buyer who does not advocate enough
effort to design a good product even though the market requires a complex one,
may result in a relationship with an under designed bath producing a non-market
adjusted product.

Spekman & al. (1998) described the transition from important supplier to become a
supply chain partner. The transition can be pictured as the step process where the
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movement from a level to another requires changes in thinking and changing
strategies. In many cases, co-operation and co-ordination status with key suppliers
and customers have been already achieved in the companies. Moving from coordination towards collaboration requires confidence and commitment, elements
that can be found in electric supply chains. For example, coordination can be done
in production and logistics, without coordinating other functions like design and
product performance, and long-term strategic planning. As mentioned, collaboration
requires high levels of commitment, trust and share of information between partners.
Besides this, in collaboration status buyers and suppliers also have common visions
of the future. Partners are jointed in planning and in their processes. A fluent supply
chain needs closed long-term relationships and mutual dependencies. (Figure11)

Figure 11A transition from Open market negotiations to collaboration (Spekman & Kamauff John Jr,
1998 p.57)

Moeller;Fassnacht;& Klose, (2008) compared customer relationship management
to supplier relationship management and created: a) out-Supplier Management, b)
in-Supplier Management and, c) Dissolution Management.

The meaning of out-Supplier Management is the monitoring of suppliers who might
be potential future suppliers for the company. Therefore they are out-suppliers. The
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idea of out-supplier management refers to maintain out-suppliers available on the
market, as the supply base organization is not a permanent solution. (Gadde &
Snehota, 2000) As opposite from CRM, which tries to achieve maximum quantity of
customers, a main task of SRM is to organize supply base most effective ways.
(Moeller;Fassnacht;& Klose, 2008). Anyhow out-supplier management and the
acquisition of new suppliers is expensive, it must be kept in mind that the benefits
should be bigger in the future. Anyhow, it is difficult to compare current suppliers to
the potential future suppliers (Moeller;Fassnacht;& Klose, 2008) Homburg and
Kuester (2001) conclude that the purchasing price correlate negatively to the
number of current suppliers. Anyhow to overcome the issue of comparing current
and future suppliers, various supplier selection approaches and different selection
criteria can be utilized. (Moeller;Fassnacht;& Klose, 2008)

The objective of in-supplier management is to manage relationships with current
suppliers and create value with them. (Moeller;Fassnacht;& Klose, 2008) However,
suppliers have different potential to create value and therefor suppliers should be
treated differently (Gadde & Snehota, 2000). Moeller & al. ( 2008) state that there
are 4 different phases in in supplier management: a)set-up management,
b)development

management,

c)contract

management

and

d)disturbance

management. Set-up management concentrates on investments needed to make in
setting up a relationship. Companies should decide suppliers who will receive
special investments based on estimated future benefits and results of out- supplier
management. Special investments usually take place when the relationship is aimed
to be close and include cooperation.

In the phase of development management potential areas of improvement are
identified, evaluated and adjustment activities are performed. Similarly, to CRM,
actual and potential future contributions to the relationship of suppliers need to be
recognized in the development management phase. Moeller & al. (2008) are
classifying suppliers in four different dimensions; underperformers, value
contributors, potential value enhancers and real value enhancers. Suppliers that
have a high relationship expectation are called “real value enhancers”. They are
usually objects supplier development, because the purchasing company wants to
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keep them and not lose them to competitors. Strategically important suppliers, which
are still creating value at low level, are called “potential value enhancers.” With some
level of value creation, they can be called “value contributors.”

They can be also subject of contract management, where special investments small
because of small potential benefits and the fear of their potential loss. If strategically
less important suppliers do not improve value, they can be called as
“underperformers.” Basically, company can react in four different ways with the
underperformers. The actions by Moeller et al (2008) can be classified as follows:
1) the underperformance can be entitled to contract management, 2) the purchaser
can try to reduce underperformance with supplier development, 3) the purchaser
can develop an alternative supplier, and 4) the purchaser can look for insourcing
alternative.

According to disturbance management, the purchaser tries to avoid collapse of
continuous relationships. Thus, three types of endings can be discovered regarding
continuous relationships. First ending is a chosen ending, where one of the partners
decides to finish the relationship. Second ending is a forced ending that is caused
by external circumstances. Third ending is a natural ending, where the business
environment has gradually matured. Disturbance management takes place before
the potential dissolution of the relationship. Anyhow, ending of the relationship can
happen at any moment in the life cycle. Proactive behavior, like meetings and
renegotiating contracts can be used before the disputes takes place.

Proactive behavior and dispute avoidance are the aim of dissolution management.
What comes to withdrawer, the withdrawal information has been spoken before the
decision has been made. At any time the purchaser should analyze reasons behind
the breakdowns in order to avoid any future breakdown.(Halinen & Tähtinen, 2001)
Alajoutsijärvi & al. (2000) differentiate direct and indirect exit strategies. The two
indirect exit strategies are called exit and silent exit. Within a disguised exit the
purchaser hides his real reasons and changes the relationship conditions in a way
that probably the other party will finish the relationship by itself. When the purchaser
does not speak about the ending it is named a silent exit. A silent exit can be related
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with a big disagreement, problems in supply or quality or any other kind of problem,
which is not fixable. In contrast to the indirect exit strategy the purchaser will
communicate the ending directly to the supplier within the direct exit strategy. Direct
exit of a business relationship is accompanied by different levels of communication
(Halinen & Tähtinen, 2001)

First the plan of the exit is communicated in the management. This usually starts
the withdrawal phase in the supplier side. After that the business ties and
information flows begin to disappear step by step. In this status how to exit from the
contract should be discussed. Aim of the dissolution management is to avoid difficult
and expensive contract withdrawals.

2.5.3 Supplier development
Supplier development (SD) means all efforts for improving supplier performance in
order to achieve the buyer’s necessities. Activities of SD can include supplier
evaluation,

feedback

from

supplier’s

performance,

raising

performance

expectations, educating and training supplier, recognition of supplier, placing
personnel in supplier premises or direct investment (Krause & Ellram, 1997).
Company also can develop suppliers by providing incentives against improvement,
creating competition between suppliers and working together with suppliers.
Anyhow supplier development needs different resources from the company
financial, capital and personnel resources. It needs also to spend time and share
information and create variables how to measure the performance (Handfield et al.
2000).

Many companies aim to enhance the performance level of their suppliers’ by SD.
SD programs conform important factors of supplier relationship management. SD
activities such as training, visits, and teamwork are typically kept for the key
suppliers of the company. These activities help to improve the performance of
selected suppliers and enhance their capabilities. (Nagati & Rebolledo, 2012) Thus,
the analysis of Nagati and Rebolledo (2012) shows that SD activities have direct
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correlation with the improvement in the operational performance of the suppliers.
The implementation of SD activities is related to better quality of the product,
diminished costs, higher supplier flexibility, and shorter lead times. Therefore,
supplier’s participation in the SD activities organized by the buyer, increase their
competencies and capabilities. A relationship based on trust enhances cooperation
between supplier and buyer. It also reduces the desire for opportunistic behavior. A
successful SD needs continuous programs and activities and based on evidence
process-oriented development has been showing better outcome than only
programs, which are only focusing on improving performance results. Supplier
integration means joining buyers´ strategically important resources with supplier
resources and cooperation with further activities. According to the study of Wagner
& Jean (2004) suppliers could be integrated in the jointed product development
process and later in production and logistics processes.

According Krause & al.( 2007), SD can be classified in seven different dimensions
called: buyer commitment, shared values, information sharing, supplier evaluation,
supplier development activities, supplier dependence, and buyer dependence.
Results of their study suggest that dimensions such as information sharing, supplier
evaluation, and supplier development activities are the most important in supplier
development. They also classify sustainable supplier development in different
dimensions. They created three dimensions of socially responsible supplier
development: a) the first dimension is the socially responsible information
sharing, which means the sharing, discussion, and implementation of information
related to corporate social responsibility (CSR) between the buying firm and the
supplier. Through the social responsibility information sharing, suppliers can receive
CSR information such as the basic concepts, practices, implementation guidelines,
and outcome measurement, among others; b) the second dimension of SD is the
socially responsible supplier evaluation, which means the continuous evaluation
of CSR implementation processes, ethical behaviors, and outcomes of the suppliers
by the buyer. The second dimension also includes the communication of the
performance result of the supplier and the corresponding rewarding. The third
dimension of SD is socially responsible supplier development (SRDS), which
means all efforts the buyer makes to support the supplier in CSR launching and also
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solving problems appeared during the implementation. These actions can include
for example ethical performance studies, problem identification analysis, site visits,
and training, among others

SD activities can be classified into transaction-specific supplier development and
infrastructure factors. Transaction-specific SD is the main practice of SD, which
includes direct actions to improve suppliers’ performance. (Krause D. , 1999). It can
include for example human resources, which are dedicated to the supplier. It can
include supplier’s performance improvement and jointed mutual actions. Examples
of transaction-specific investments include: 1) direct investment of the buyer in
resources pursued for the exchange between the buyer and supplier (for example
tailored products), and 2) investments of the buyer in training suppliers with
transaction-specific knowledge or providing technical personnel to support the
suppliers (Stump & Heide, 1996). Dyer (1996) noted that for example when buyer is
investing in the relationship, it can support supplier to develop customized products.
Investments can also improve communication and create shortened times for
product development and reduce purchasing costs. Rewards for supplier’s
improvements are also an important tool that can encourage suppliers for
exceptional performance (Lascelles DM, 1989). When communication performance
expectations to the supplier it might increase supplier’s involvement in the
relationship (Krause D. , 1999). One another effective method of motivations is to
increase performance targets of suppliers. Also, another highly valued part of
transaction-specific SD is characterized by joint actions between both parties. Here,
both, suppliers and buyers have specific cooperation aiming to improve their
performances, even though investments made are unequal. (Joshi & RL, 1999).

The infrastructure factors include all environmental factors that are affecting in
transaction specific SD. They are important in influencing company’s involvement in
supplier development and ultimately to the success of supplier development
programs. Depending on how clear the strategic goals are set the more effective is
the SD (Krause & Ellram, 1997). Watts & Hahn (1993) propose that supplier
development efforts should focus on supplier development in suppliers’ future
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capabilities in technology and product development instead of on current status of
quality and cost. Watts & Hahn (1993) also insist that increasing supplier capabilities
and flexibility would be important factor in SD. One motivating factor between
suppliers is open and frequent communication between (Newman & Rhee, 1990).
According Krause & Ellram (1997) companies involving in SD are beginning to see
their suppliers as their partners. When companies are looking for partnership with
their suppliers it means also looking for long-term relationship. Also, top
management is having important role giving assistance and support to receive
resources for relationship development. In order to maintain healthy supplier base
suppliers should be evaluated and selected carefully. It also should be analyzed
carefully, which suppliers could benefit from SD. Besides; supplier evaluation also
is important information source. It can give information of supplier weaknesses and
reasons for development (Watts & Hahn, 1993) There is also a risk in transactionspecific investments. Companies should plan carefully how to manage investments,
not to end up in dependency with the supplier. (Krause D. , 1999). (Figure 12)
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Figure 12 Framework of association between supplier development and buyer–supplier
performance improvement (Humhreys;Li;& Chan, 2001p.133)

According to Joshi & RL (1999) when buyer trusts the supplier, it can help in working
with jointed actions. Increasing supplier’s performance has been shown effective,
when company is facing harder competition (Watts & Hahn, 1993). Supplier
performance improvement focuses often on the supplier’s improvement in quality,
delivery, cost, inventory, lead-time and the rate of new product introduction. Anyhow
strategy how to develop suppliers should be in line with company’s competitive
strategy. Heide & John (1992) noted that as the quantity of cooperation increases,
the company’s effectively become partners Therefore, deeper and closer long
relationship may be a starting point in supplier development.
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2.5.4 Sustainable supplier management

Sustainability issues have increased their importance in all business fields.
Companies are facing more pressure from outside stakeholders regarding to the
corporate responsibility (CR) issues. Also, laws and regulations related to
sustainability are changing continuously. Recent trend of globalization is not
reducing the need for responsibility; it can even increase the need for renewing CR
practices. Often company spending’s are coming from developing countries, which
might also increase the risk for reputational damage. Companies can fight against
the risk asking their suppliers to follow company’s code of conduct. The word
‘sustainability’ refers to the three elements of economic, environmental, and social
performance. Globalization is one important reason to shift buyers from cost thinking
to more sustainable thinking. (Reuter & al. 2010)

Sustainability in supply chain is described by Seuring and Muller (2008) as “The
management of material, information and capital flows as well as cooperation
among companies along the supply chain while taking goals from all three
dimensions of sustainable development, i.e., economic, environmental, and social,
into account which are derived from customers and stakeholder requirements”
(Seuring & Muller, 2008).

As supported by (Seuring & Muller, 2008), supply chain sustainability of different
organizations is affected by customers, the government, and by stakeholders.
Variables such as laws and regulations, competitive benefits, a variety of responses
to stakeholders, requirements of the customer, quality of the reputation as well as
other types of social or environmental pressure, affect supply chain sustainability.
They conclude two methods to tackle with sustainability issues in supply chain: to
manage the sustainable goods, and to manage the risks and performances.
Looking for more detailed strategies to handle sustainability issues, Beske& al.,
(2014) state that sustainable supply chain mechanisms are coming complex and
they create five mechanisms overcome sustainability challenges (Table 3): a) The
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strategic values of a company are analyzed within its strategic orientation. Here, the
companies aiming to achieve sustainable strategies follow the Triple Bottom Line
(TBL) equally emphasizing all three dimensions of sustainability in the decision
making process (Dyllic & Hoccerts, 2002); b) continuity of supply chain network is
concerning how supply chain is structured. It is about how the supply chain partners
communicate. In sustainable management, long-term relationships, developing
partnerships and qualified partners are supported (Pagell M. W., 2009); c)
collaboration is created by technically and logistically integrated partners and
information sharing. Joint development aim also to develop new technologies,
processes, and products; d) Companies should also create a working risk
management processes. Companies should adopt several risk management tasks
and try to mitigate those risks. (Seuring & Muller, 2008) Individual monitoring of
some certain suppliers might be necessary. Standards and certifications are usually
used in general status, like the ISO 14001 or EMAS, and targeting a broad range of
companies. Stakeholders should be managed and they should be actively taken in
development programs (Seuring and Müller, 2008b); e) in sustainable companies,
pro activity is related with the active engagement of stakeholders such as
consumers and other organizations, aiming to benefit from their experiences (Pagell
and Wu, 2009). Other important practice in this regard, also involves the process of
learning form other partners or sources.
Table 3 Approaches for supply chain sustainability challenges (Beske;Land;& Seuring, 2014,
p.1461)
1. Strategic orientation (supported by SCM and triple bottom line)
2. Supply chain continuity (long-term relationship, partner development and partner selection)
3. Collaboration (joint development, technical integration, logistical integration and improved
communication)
4. Risk management (monitoring, group management, standards and certification)

5. Pro-activity for sustainability (knowledge management, stakeholder management, innovation and
life cycle assessment)
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Proactive sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) supports the deep and
close collaboration between core companies and specific suppliers aiming to joint
with

innovating

sustainable

products,

processes

or

business

modes.

(Gosling;Jia;Gong;& Brown, 2016) SSCM literature generally divides governance
into

two

types:

supplier

evaluation/assessment/certification

and

supplier

development/collaboration (Pagell M. W., 2009)

Gosling;Jia;Gong;& Brown (2016) created three different types of strategies to react
for sustainability in supply chain management: a) Reactive SSCM strategy involves
the implementation of sustainable habits or codes, purchasing the company using
assessment to measure the results. Company can ask to sign their code of conduct
and later suppliers might be audited and given certificate fulfilling the requirements.
Suppliers should be re-audited each two years; b) Contributed SSCM strategy
means to involve both, suppliers and purchasing companies, within activities
comprising sustainable codes. These activities may include suppliers training and
receiving development initiatives that are offered by other companies, a supplier, or
by institutions such as NGOs or industry regulators. However, the company leads
the process, with the involvement or participation of suppliers together to create a
sustainable supply chain. Companies can also create joint development projects
and training with suppliers; c) A proactive SSCM strategy can include collaboration
or joint efforts between buying companies and suppliers and between buying
companies and customers. Companies can share strategic sustainable vision,
practice continuous training and share knowledge.
Cross functional teams should be formed, and they could take active role and having
dialogue with other groups interested of sustainability like as governments, other
companies, universities, and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Proactive
cooperation with government may help future adaptation with ne laws and
regulations. It might also bring benefit when developing new standards for the
industry. Company can bring the knowledge from the industry and can create mutual
benefit actions and cost reductions. Companies can use also the knowledge of new
regulations for they benefit, as the pioneer of the market usually gets the biggest
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market share and benefit. Continuous cooperation with stakeholder keeps the
company also updated about the new information and it gives possibility to react
early for the new regulations and market changes. When acting proactively,
company can be entitled to be differentiated as sustainable company in the
competitive market. The ability to manage these aspects and provide quick answers
differentiates companies in sustainability in a global competitive market. (Kucht &
Rebs, 2017)
One starting point for the sustainable purchasing is the reduction of material. The
reduction might happen by re using and recycling items, closing the loop. (Min &
Galle, 1997). The purchasing management can also start to look for more
sustainable products and materials and reduce the environmental and social impact.
It is important also to look for the quality of the packing, preferring reusable packing,
and avoid disposable packages. It is important to analyze the footprint of the
product. Also packing innovations can be looked for. New innovative packages are
usually less environmental harmful. The area of sustainability in purchasing and
supply chain management is still lacking a lot of concentration and improving. This
is just a start of it. (Kucht & Rebs, 2017) (Table 4)

Table 4 Table Descriptions of Dimensions and Categories of SSC Practices (Kucht & Rebs, 2017)
Supplier development: Create practices for supplier selection, assessment, and collaboration in
order to improve company and its suppliers’ performance on environmental and social outcomes
Supplier selection: Sustainable criteria used during the supplier selection process (certifications,
management systems, compliance with guidelines, code of conduct). Preferably used suppliers that
are more social-environmental responsible
Supplier assessment: Communicate expectations, monitor suppliers’ performance, and ensure they
meet the required objectives, using questionnaires/inspections. Evaluate indirect suppliers and
penalize them in case of lack of compliance
Supplier collaboration: Collaborate with suppliers aiming increase sustainability, promote
integration and information sharing, financial support
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Governance: Implement sustainability policies and management systems, joint business
operations with sustainability matters, and having good relationship with stakeholders
Company’s policies: Implement policies to motivate quality improvements combined with reduction
of the impact on the environment and people.
Business alignment: Promote joint between company’s strategies and sustainability issues, create
formal functions to manage this topic, stimulate internal communication and education
Sustainability control: Implement management systems and internal KPIs related to sustainability,
manage company’s certifications and risk factors
External relationship
Manage relationship with external stakeholders and publish sustainability efforts
Procurement Improve sustainability through changes in the procurement process, materials, and
services that are purchased
Process: Implement improvements on the procurement process, including contracts, in order to
make it more socially and environmentally responsible
Materials and services: Purchase sustainable materials, components, products, and services,
including those that have environment certificate
Packaging: Use or design innovations on packaging in order to make them more sustainable
Production: Inventory management (attention to hazardous materials) and transport optimization
Solutions development: Design more sustainable products, processes, and services, considering
the product life cycle and resource consumption
Resources
Manage resources (materials, energy, water) in sustainable ways and prefer renewable sources
Distribution processes: Implement changes in the distribution process like inventory management
(special attention to hazardous materials) and transport optimization, improve driving skills, and
use low speed driving
Waste management: Manage waste and pollution in order to reduce sustainable impact
Reuse and recycle: Encourage reuse practices, including remanufacture and recycling
Waste disposal: Implement practices for waste disposal
Customer relationship: Manage customer relationship and identify their demands
Pollution control: Control, reduce, and compensate pollution
Demands: Collect information about customer requirements and react for them
Engagement: Engage customers on sustainability issues and encourage behavior changes
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Sustainability issues with suppliers should be included in supplier selection, supplier
assessment, and SD. SD can be built to improve company and suppliers’
environmental and social performance. Sustainability criteria should be included in
the supplier selection process. In the selection process certifications, management
systems, compliance with guidelines and code of conduct can be used as a support.
Finally, suppliers which are more social and environmental responsible should be
preferred.

Suppliers

should

be

evaluated,

and

expectations

should

be

communicated, suppliers’ performance should be monitored, and ensured they
reach objectives given. Questionnaires and inspections can be used as help.
Indirect suppliers should be also evaluated and penalized in case of need.
Collaboration with suppliers aiming to increase sustainability, integration and
information sharing, and financial support should be conducted. Management
systems should be implemented and KPIs related to sustainability should be set.
(Kucht & Rebs, 2017)

What comes to business administration, sustainability aims should be set in the
company processes. Company should create good relations with stakeholders.
Sustainability policies and management systems should be set, business operations
with sustainability matters should be aligned, and established a good relationship
with stakeholders and publish sustainability achievements. Projects improving the
quality and sustainability in the processes and products should be set. (Kucht &
Rebs, 2017)

Sustainability level can be lifted higher through changes in the purchasing process,
materials, and services that are purchased. Purchasing process could be improved
also by contracts and contracts could be made more socially and environmentally
responsible. Purchased material could be more sustainable and have certification
like for example eco label. Packings could be designed more sustainable. When
planning new products and processes the product life cycle and resource
consumption should be taken in consideration. Changes in the distribution process
could be modified like inventory management (for example dangerous materials)
and transport optimization, by routes and speed. Waste management process
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should be created and environmental impact coming from different processes
should be measured. Reuse practices, including remanufacture and recycling
should be emphasized. Monitor, reduce, and compensate pollution. Customers
could be also engaged on sustainability issues and their needs could be followed.
(Kucht & Rebs, 2017)
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3. Empirical findings
3.1 Case company Pharmaceutical distributor
Case company is a company working in health business. It has more than 100 years’
experience in the pharmaceutical wholesale markets. It is working with medical
companies, offering consumer wellbeing by securing that medicines are delivered
safely and consumer friendly. It is working in Finland and Sweden. In Sweden, it
owns the third largest pharmacy chain, which has in charge over 320 pharmacies.
Pharmacies are offering large variety of products and they are giving professional
health and wellbeing information to their customers. The turnover was 1,5 milliard
euros in 2017 with an amount of working personnel of 2600 people. Business is
divided between three different business areas: a) consumer, b) service providers,
and c) health care including consumers, pharmacies, medical companies, hospital
pharmacies, vets and vet clinics, retail business, private and public health care. The
main goals of the company for 2018 were focused to actively improve web business,
pushing through projects that improve efficiency, and develop the healthcare
business unit. Company’s strategy is to offer its customers wide service assortment
and promote people and animal wellbeing ensuring that the medicines and wellbeing products are delivered safely and customer friendly. Company’s aim is to help
consumers feel well.

3.1.1 Market situation
The case company is working on pharmaceutical market. Pharmaceutical
wholesalers sell medicines mainly to pharmacies and hospitals. The largest share
of the wholesales to pharmacies is constituted by reimbursable medicines.
Pharmacies buy over 70% of all medicines; hospital sales are about 27% of the
whole. Other sales for around 2% mainly include nicotine replacement therapies
sold to grocery stores. 90 % of prescription-only medicines sold to the pharmacies
are reimbursable products. The pharmaceutical market is closely regulated because
people's health is involved. The laws define the way in which medicines are
marketed, adverse reactions are monitored, and the society participates in
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pharmacotherapies through the reimbursements system. Changes in regulatory
tools have immediate effect in pharmaceuticals sales. (Lääketeollisuus, 2019)
Distribution of medicines is regulated in Finland. The regulation is based on
medicine directives. Besides in medicine distribution is used national good
distribution practices (GDP). Processes related to regulations, permissions and
supervision are internationally harmonized. Two pharmaceutical distributors
perform the main medicine distribution in Finland. Other pharmaceutical distributors
hold remarkably smaller market portion. The medicine distribution in Finland has
been traditionally working with one channel principle. In one channel in principle the
owner of medicine distribution and marketing rights or medicine producer and
pharmaceutical distributor agree between each other one channel distribution
through the certain distributor. The one channel principle is specialty of the
pharmaceutical market. (terveysministeriö, 2019)

3.1.2 Supplier evaluation in the case company
Recently, the need for supplier evaluation has been more emphasized in the case
company. The most important suppliers are currently evaluated by ABC segments
separated by their purchases and volumes. The ERP has been recently renewed,
therefore the full data, that could have been obtained, is not yet fully exploited.
Company has an ISO 9001 quality certification. All suppliers have been asked to
sign for the code of conduct by the end of 2018. The code of conduct is asking for
approval compliance with law, fair competition and values of openness,
transparency, commitment and cooperation. Code of conduct is having statement
of sustainability including promoting human rights, health, safety and environment,
and animal welfare. The continuous dialogue with authorities is supported. Suppliers
are also evaluated by templates and by audits.

In the case company, retail business area offers a wide range of health and
wellbeing products and services, including dosing services. Purchasing is divided
between operative purchasing and strategic sourcing. Sourcing organization include
product sourcing director, strategic purchasers and quality manager in both, Finland
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and Sweden. Operative functions are taken care by the operative purchasing team.
The retail business has over 100 suppliers in Finland, in other European countries,
and some suppliers are situated out of Europe as well. Business retail unit
customers are pharmacies, end consumers and vets. Therefore, the quality and the
availability of the products are important. Currently, market situation is facing price
competence like any other business area. Thus, the price negotiations with suppliers
are important for the business area.

3.2Methodology and data collection

3.2.1 Supplier evaluation criteria
The data will be analyzed by quantitative methods. Data will be mainly collected by
questionnaires and directly from ERP and company data sources. First, the supplier
evaluation criteria were studied and analyzed from the literature. Totally 48 criteria
were obtained and a list of them was formed as a questionnaire and it was sent to
the company personnel for its analysis. The scale for analysis was 1= no
importance, 2= somewhat important, 3=very important and 4= a must. The
questionnaire (APPENDIX 1) gave the possibility to the recipients to give opinion of
their own words about possible missing criteria from the list. The questionnaire was
created by Webpropol Internet survey tool.

Two often used criteria based on

literature; volume and defects in deliveries were chosen as default criteria. The data
of default criteria was directly obtained from ERP. A total number of 37 people were
assigned as recipient of the questionnaire, including personnel from management,
marketing, law, sales, logistic, sustainability, quality, and law.

The questionnaire was pre-tested with 3 people and corrected according to the
recommendations. The opening question: “Please evaluate the importance of Oriola
supplier criteria” was found misleading and was not well understood. Therefore, it
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was changed to “Please, evaluate importance of the following supplier criteria for
you/your department/Oriola”. The layout of the questionnaire was also modified to
acquire a more friendly use. The time for answering the questionnaire was estimated
around 20 minutes. A period of two weeks was set to be the time limit for the
suppliers’ evaluation. A reminder was sent to the recipients.

When data from the supplier evaluation criteria was analyzed, the number of total
respondents was 20/37. Two new criteria proposals came up from the open
questions: price competitiveness and suitable MOQ’s. They were estimated as very
important criteria. Purchasing department included 45% of the respondents. The
second bigger group was marketing, and third one was the quality group with 10%
of respondents. Sustainability, sales, accounting, law, logistics and management,
each had 5% of the respondents. (Figure 9)

Area of responsibility of the respondents
Sustainability; 5%

Accounting; 5%

Sales; 5%

Law; 5%
Logistics; 5%
Management; 5%

Quality; 10%

Marketing; 15%
Purchasing; 45%

Figure 13. Area of responsibility of the respondents
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3.2.2 Supplier evaluation questionnaire
The second questionnaire was made aiming to evaluate suppliers. The supplier
evaluation questionnaire was created as a excel file. Supplier evaluation criteria and
was added with a new criteria appearing from the open questions; suitable MOQs.
Also, one criterion appearing similar was removed. Totally 48 criteria stayed. The
questionnaire was sent as an e-mail attachment to the recipients. The recipients
included mainly personnel working closely with suppliers marketing managers,
product managers, strategic buyers and operative buyers. Each of them was asked
to choose their own suppliers and evaluate the criteria according to their opinion
from 1 to 4, 1=not sufficient 2=needs improvement, 3=good and 4 very good. This
time 0 not information available was added. For the table were chosen 45 suppliers.
Totally 17 persons were assigned as recipients of the Excel table. The filled excel
files came back 5 pcs. Personnel replied from purchasing and strategic purchasing.

3.2.3 Supplier evaluation criteria missing information
Along the analysis process of the responses, criteria including ethical standards,
environmental risk factors, interest in employee rights, ISO quality system,
environmental management system, pollution prevention, continuous improvement
program, green packing and labeling and willingness to invest were left from the
final criteria analysis due to low answering rate, many chose 0, meaning not enough
knowledge to give a response.

Finally, 43 criteria, including 2 default criteria, were used to evaluate suppliers. The
suppliers were ranked according to the obtained score they reached. Criteria were
divided between capabilities and willingness. The criteria were weighted initially by
1-3, according to the importance and percentage of support of the respondents. To
perceive the weighting, the criteria were compared pair wisely by “Analytical
hierarchy process”.
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3.2.4 Analytical hierarchy process
The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) proposed by Saaty (1990) is a very popular
method to multi-criteria decision-making. AHP includes hierarchy of variables, which
are placed in a matrix for pairwise comparison. If the pairwise comparisons are
perfectly consistent, hence CR, consistency ratio is 0. Aiming to obtain the priorities
for the variables, each value in each row should be added and divided by the sum
of all pairwise comparisons or by normalizing the comparisons in any column, by
dividing each entry by the sum of the entries in that column. For a 3-by-3-matrix
consistency ratio should be around five percent, for a 4-by-4 around eight percent,
and for larger matrices, around 10 percent. (Saaty, 1994) Anyhow the consistency
of AHP method for larger matrixes than 10-15 rows is not recommended in the
literature.

Alonso & Lamata

(2006) have analyzed and figured out random consistency

indexes for matrixes up to 50 rows. For the matrix of 48 rows the CR is around 1,7.
Please see the following calculations for the consistency of the criteria comparison.
(APPENDIX 2) Consistency ratio is achieved by dividing Consistency Index (CI) by
Random consistency index (RI).

CI = λ max-n/n-1
RI= 1,7
Consistency ratio=CI/RI

λ max=49,06
n=47 number of rows in the matrix
Consistency ratio =0,026343

Saaty (1990) stated that consistency ration should be less than 10%, the
consistency ratio of our analysis (0,026343) is inside the limitations. The two first
criteria that were found from the literature frequently were weighted with 0,05.
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3.2.5 Supplier evaluation portfolio
The portfolio model chosen to the thesis was a multidimensional model created by
Rezai &Ort (2012). Rezai & Ort (2012) were also proposing to divide supplier
evaluation criteria between capabilities and willingness. The portfolio axis were
created by capabilities and willingness adapted from the criteria. The third factor is
the company internal stakeholder perception. Rezai & Ort (2012) state that supplier
capabilities can be determined as supplier potential, and willingness could stand for
desire to keep and maintain a partnership.

The case company is a pharmaceutical distributor and a multi-level organization
with multiple demands for the suppliers. The portfolio of Rezai & Ort is suitable for
the case company for supplier evaluation. Nowadays it is also important to work with
cross-functional teams and to create synergy when combining different knowledge
and experience from different professional people. The supplier selection is seen
also as a multi-criteria problem, which is supported by the portfolio of Rezai & Ort.

3.3 Results
The supplier evaluation criteria questionnaire was aiming to look answers for which
criteria should be used in supplier evaluation in the case company. The most
important criterion according to the perception of the personnel was ability to meet
packing requirements. Second most important criterion according to the
questionnaire was on time delivery. Third most important were two criteria quality of
the product and ethical standards. The least important criterion was geographical
location of the supplier and second least important suppliers’ variety of assortment.
(Figure 12)
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Importance of the supplier evaluation criteria
in the case company based on the supplier
evaluation criteria questionnaire
Geographical location of the supplier
Supplier's variety of assortment
Supplier's design capabilities
Possibility to train and educate
Supplier name or brand name image
Supplier's product development speed
Is the purchase part of core competence of the…
Wllingness to invest
Innovativeness
Impression made by the suplier
Performance history of the supplier
Supplier's technical capability
Sample delivery quality
Cooperation in development of new product
Reserve capacity
Green packing and labelling
Continiuous improvement program
Importance of buyer
Quality of aftersales service
Pollution prevention
Supplier's reputation
Number of mistakes in invoices
Management capability
Selfaudit system
Financial position of the supplier
Environmental management system
Process control capability
Open to site evaluation
Flexibility of supplier
Returns policy
ISO quality system
Number of customer rejections
Lead time of product
Packing ability
Production capability
Production control capability
Likelyhood to comply on our processes
Easyness of communicate with the supplier
Interest in emplyee rights
Documentation system
Supplier's attitude
Environmetal risk factors
Trust in relationship
Information disclosure
Quality of the product
Ethical standards
On time delivery
Ability to meet packing requirements
0,97

0,98

0,99

1

1,01

1,02

1,03

1,04

1,05

1,06

Figure 14. Importance of the supplier evaluation criteria in the case company based on the
supplier evaluation criteria questionnaire
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In order to look for answers for best-performing suppliers, the criteria was sent to
personnel for final supplier evaluation. The criterion of price was left out from the
final score due to its sensitive characters. Also, criterion suitable MOQ’s was added
to the questionnaire, as it was added as an open question in the supplier evaluation
criteria questionnaire. After suppliers scores were counted, the most profitable
supplier got 111,6777 points, second profitable supplier got 110,3648. Third most
profitable supplier got 108,6591 points. The least performing supplier got 55,56157
points. (Figure 13)
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Table 5 Supplier evaluation criteria divided between willingness and capabilities

Willingness

Capabilities

Suitable MOQs

Non Defect on deliveries

Information disclosure

Volume of purchases

Trust in relationship

Ability to meet packing requirements

Supplier's attitude

On time delivery

Easiness of communicate with the supplier

Geographical location of the supplier

Likelihood to comply on our processes

Quality of the product

Flexibility of supplier

Supplier's variety of assortment

Open to site evaluation

Documentation system

Number of mistakes in invoices

Supplier's technical capability

Supplier's reputation

Production control capability

Quality of aftersales service

Production capability

Importance of buyer

Lead time of product

Cooperation in development of new product

Number of customer rejections

Performance history of the supplier

Sample delivery quality

Impression made by the supplier

Returns policy

Innovativeness

Process control capability

Supplier's design capabilities
Is the purchase part of core competence of the
company

Reserve capacity

Supplier's product development speed

Self audit system

Supplier name or brand name image

Management capability

Possibility to train and educate
Supplier's design capabilities

Financial position of the supplier
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After weighting, the criteria were divided between willingness and capabilities (Table
2). Finally, all criteria can be divided between capabilities and willingness. Capability
criteria are defined by variables that are provided by the development of the
supplier. They also show how good the quality provided by the supplier can be.
Criteria categorized in wiliness shows how interested the supplier is keeping and
satisfying the needs of the buyer. Willingness criteria are affected by the desire to
do the business with the purchasing company. After that, suppliers were scored by
the capabilities, and willingness suppliers were mapped on the coordinate system.
(Figure 14) In the case company from all 33 suppliers, totally 29 entered in the
segment of the most profitable suppliers. Three suppliers were in segment 3, in the
poorest segment; one supplier was between of segment number 3 and 4. None
suppliers entered in segment number 2.

Figure 16 Supplier segments
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4. Discussion and conclusions
4.1 Discussion
Analysis of the supplier evaluation questionnaire shows that the ability to meet
packing requirements is the most important criterion for the case company suppliers,
naturally excluding the criteria of price and defect of deliveries and volumes, as they
were originally set as default criteria. The ability to meet packing requirements has
not been common in literature for the most important criteria. Anyhow it has been
mentioned already in the Dickson (1966) criteria. As it is quite rare criterion, it might
describe some unique need in the case company, and it might be a bottleneck in
some important process. The second most important criterion was on time delivery
of the product. Both are considered as traditional values and important variables for
the function of effective supply chain. These values are belonging in the case
company’s strategy to deliver products customer friendly. These values are also
measurable. Two equally valuated criteria shared the third position, ethical
standards and quality of the product. They are more intangible values and therefore,
more difficult to measure. Information disclosure became to occupy the fourth
position, and the fifth one comprised trust in relationship. Other important criteria
were suppliers’ attitude and easiness of communicates with the supplier in the
seventh and eighth position, respectively. They are valuable important when moving
from supplier relationship towards partnership.

The supplier evaluation criteria like environmental risk factors and interest in
employee rights were also defined as important criteria on the list; they can be called
more modern criteria for the supplier management. They might be also considered
sustainable criteria as well. Documentation system and ISO quality system might be
considered as a part of the quality of the process. Similarly, open to site evaluation
can be related to quality. Other factors describing the process were likelihood to
comply our processes, production control capability, production capability, leadtime, packing ability, and process control capability. Criteria related to after sales
processes include number of customer rejections, returns policy, flexibility of
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supplier, and quality of aftersales service. All of them concurred an intermediate
level of importance.

Criteria included in the third lower group of importance according to our evaluation
comprise: cooperation in the development of new product and sample delivery
quality, suppliers technical capability, performance history of the supplier,
impression made by the supplier and innovativeness, willingness to invest, the
purchase as a part of the core competence of the company, supplier’s product
development speed, supplier name or brand name image, was possibility to train
and educate, suppliers design capabilities and variety of assortment, and
geographical location of the supplier. The analysis of our questionnaire showed us
that the supply chain should be fluent and functioning. Packing should be correct,
delivery should arrive on time, and the quality should be good. Also, the terms
describing relationship, trust and attitude are important, especially when looking for
a long-time partnership.

The criteria related to supplier design capabilities and product development speed
were not so highly appreciated. It might define also the characteristic of retail
business, where the product design and development are not usually distinguished
as a core business. Therefore, also the image created by suppliers’ brand is not
important as it might be in other business forms. As the world is getting more global,
the geographical location of the supplier might not be so important factor. Due to
modern communication systems and advanced delivery and transportation systems
the location has been lost its importance, which might have been different some
decades ago.

When analyzing the supplier evaluation criteria questionnaire, three main themes
can be easily found; the supply chain should work fluently (on time deliveries and
ability to meet packing requirements, quality of the product) trust between supplier
and buyer (trust and information disclosure) should exist and sustainable values
(ethical standards, employee rights and environmental risk factor) assessments can
be seen as surplus. Company should concentrate on creating a fluent supply chain
with trustable partners, also not forgetting in the future increasing sustainable
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values. They are important factors and should be looked for when evaluating current
and even future suppliers.

According to the literature the classic criteria related to price, delivery and quality
are still very much used. Anyhow according to the literature review technical
capabilities of supplier are also often mentioned and stressed. It is evident that
supplier with high technical capabilities might be a preferable partner. Technically
capable partner might have also fluent processes achieved by technological
advancements. Technical capabilities might be also related to high quality of
products and services.

When mapping the suppliers in the portfolio of the case company, majority of the
suppliers entered in the most well performing suppliers. In the case company four
suppliers entered in the segment 1. None suppliers entered in segment 2, three
suppliers entered in segment 3, one supplier is between segment 3 and 4. All the
rest are situated in segment 4. According to Rezai & Ort (2012) the segmentation
advices how the suppliers in different segments should be managed. Suppliers of
segment number one should be developed and supported their development by
increasing willingness or capabilities. In the case of development is not possible
they should be replaced, and alternative suppliers looked for.

What comes to

segment number 3, suppliers are capable, therefore the focus should be pointed on
fortifying relationship. Suppliers in segment 4 are most valuable suppliers so
company should invest in these relationships. Anyhow suppliers with low willingness
and high willingness and low capabilities and high capabilities should be handled
differently.

Portfolio models have been used long time in purchasing and other strategic
decision-making processes. Portfolios help to visualize the situation and the data
can be shown in more easy understandable form. Anyhow, portfolios measured with
two criteria might be too narrow for todays needs, as supplier selection is multi
criteria problem.
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Literature supports the view that supplier relationships are moving more and more
towards partnership, which might be the trend in this case company too. Literature
is also showing the importance of the growing trend to look for suppliers with
sustainable values. It can be seen by the support of the supplier evaluation criteria
questionnaire that ethical standards and support for the employee rights were
marked as important. It can be concluded that besides the traditional criteria, also
the meaning of sustainable criteria is remarkable. Therefore, there is still sensitivity
and modality how to approach suppliers with sustainable aspects. Without doubt
this criterion important to both sides, the question how to join and look for the
common goals is still quite not well studied and practiced.

4.2 Proposals for the future activities for the case company
For the proposal development activities for the case company appearing from to
supplier evaluation criteria can be considered. According to the supplier evaluation
criteria questionnaire, the most important criterion out from the classic criteria was
the ability to meet packing requirement. Perhaps the processes related to packings
should be checked. It might be a bottleneck in the company processes, as it was
mentioned important frequently. The second important criterion was on time
deliveries. The criterion is easy to measure and should be rather simple to set as a
continuous checking. The criterion of quality of the product and ethical standards
are more tangible criteria and more complex to measure. According to the supplier
evaluation criteria questionnaire the following criteria could be important in the case
company to evaluate from its suppliers.
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Criteria

Data source

1 Non Defect on deliveries

From ERP

2 Volume of purchases

From ERP

3 Ability to meet packing requirements

Check- list

4 On time delivery

From ERP

5 Ethical standards

Questionnaire

6 Quality of the product

Check-list

7 Information disclosure

Agreements

8 Trust in relationship

Interviews

9 Environmental risk factors

Audits, questionnaire

10 Supplier's attitude

Interviews

Table 6 Supplier evaluation criteria proposed for the case company

Some criteria could be directly achieved from the ERP, for example defects on
deliveries, volume of purchases and on time deliveries. Ability to meet packing
requirements and quality of the product could be analyzed by checklists. The
checklist could be combination of minimum requirements for the product. Ethical
standards, environmental risk factors, supplier’s attitude and trust in relationship
could be analyzed by interviews or by audits. Information disclosure could be solved
by agreements. (Table 6)

According to the literature review, the criteria used in supplier evaluation can vary a
lot between different companies. Anyhow, criteria related to costs, deliveries and
quality and technical capabilities are often used. Criteria related to sustainability and
social factors are also significant. In the future companies might measure suppliers
in many ways, which might bring challenges to suppliers, how to achieve all
requirements. Anyhow, it is important to collect the data related decided criteria but
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is also important to communicate the criteria to suppliers. Communicating criteria
can lead supplier performance improvement and supplier development.

According to the supplier portfolio, the status of some suppliers could be checked
and analyzed. Perhaps some actions could be taken according to the portfolio.
Especially suppliers in the segment 1, could be evaluated more carefully. The
portfolio can be used as a support for the future negotiations. To organize and
control supplier evaluation, possible supplier evaluation system or supplier
evaluation scorecards could be taken in the daily use. In the case company supplier
base is large, therefore supplier base optimization might be needed. Supplier
performance could be measured and communicated to suppliers.

It is evident that the importance of sustainability is also growing in the supply chain
management. Suppliers could be asked to create to participate and reach in jointed
sustainability goals and efforts. When choosing purchasing assortment, possible
eco packings could be preferred. Also, certifications related to social measures, like
ISO 14000 or SA 8000 could be taken in the use.

During the thesis process appeared also the need for supplier risk analysis in the
case company. The supplier risks should be listed and compared with supplier
activities. Due to the area of the business, people wellbeing and healthcare, risk
factors are weighted more than in any other business area. On the other hand, in
supplier sustainability management risk analysis is important tool. Secondly the data
could be fully exploited. The data coming from quality assurance system could be
better collected and analyzed; for example, suppliers with most defects of deliveries
and suppliers mostly returned products coming from customers could be collected
regularly and used in future negotiations and improvements plans.
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4.3. Conclusion
It is coming day by day more evident that emphasis put on the supply chain
management and purchasing will bring profitability to the company output. One
important part of supply chain management is supplier management; furthermore,
one important part of supplier management is supplier segmentation and evaluation.
The supplier management today is needed to respond to the changes and demand
coming from the environment, customers and other stakeholders. One important
change in the business will be the increasing awareness of consumers and
customers.

Supplier evaluation is important function in purchasing department. There are
several models how to evaluate suppliers. Also, the criteria can vary a lot between
different business areas. Nowadays is also coming more evident that the evaluation
is a multi-criteria decision making problem. Therefore, many different types of
analytics can be used. Anyhow, when multiple criteria are used in evaluation, the
access for the data should be available. The data should be also in usable form.
Also, it is preferably if the supplier evaluation criteria can be collected through the
company departments, for example trans-functional committees and teams could
be created and analyzed the company requirements for the suppliers. Supplier
portfolios can be used in supplier evaluation, especially when the data is needed to
have in visual form and it is should be easy to analyze. Portfolios are also effective
tools when comparing two variables against each others.

Also, the trend of sustainability is affecting to the supply chain management. There
are several methods and places where to improve sustainability in the supply chain.
Processes, products and logistics could be organized more sustainable ways. Also,
information related to sustainability is moving fast forward, thus the information
update should be continuous process. Green technology is developing fast and
more sustainable products and processes are created. Often in sustainable issues
the biggest benefit of it will get the one who is pioneer in the field. Anyhow when
planning sustainable improvements, economical tip of TBL triple bottom cannot be
totally forgotten.
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Supplier evaluation should be a continuous program, it is not a static process
(Ho;Xu;& Dey, 2009). Anyhow the suppliers can be evaluated with many different
methods and with almost uncountable reasons. For example, to take for a main
driver customer satisfaction or sustainable values, the ranking of suppliers can vary
a lot. Therefore, supplier evaluation shouldn’t be thought as a static process, but the
suppliers should be evaluated continuously. Companies should be sensitive for the
input coming from the environment and stakeholders for not lose the competitive
advantage.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1

Retail Business Area supplier evaluation criteria
Please evaluate importance of the following supplier evaluation criteria for you/your department/
Oriola. Please use scale from 0 to3, meaning 0=Not important , 1=Somewhat important,
2=Very important and 3=A must.
1. Please choose first the area you are working
Accounting
Law
Logistics
Management
Marketing
Purchasing
Quality
Sales
Sustainability

2. Quality of the product
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

3. Quality of after sales services
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

4. Geographical location of supplier
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

5. Financial position of supplier
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0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

6. Technical capabilities of suppliers
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

7. Easiness to communicate with supplier
0=Not important

8. Supplier's attitude
0=Not important

9. Supplier's Returns policy
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

10. Ability to meet packing requirements
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

11. Impression made by the supplier
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

12. Supplier's possibility to train and educate
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

13. Supplier's likelihood to comply on our processes
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

14. Performance history of the supplier
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

15. If the purchase is part of core competence of the company (If the purchase is part of the key
business)
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0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

16. Image created by supplier's name or brand
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

17. Environmental risk factors of supplier
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

18. Supplier's assortment variety
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

19. Supplier's design capabilities
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

20. Supplier's product development speed
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

21. Supplier's management capability
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

22. Trust in relationship with supplier
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

23. Importance of the buyer in the relationship
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

24. Cooperation in new product development
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

25. Flexibility of supplier
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0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

26. Production capability
0=Not important

27. Lead time of product
0=Not important

28. Environmental management system of supplier
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

29. Green packing and labelling
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

30. Pollution prevention by supplier
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

31. Supplier's Interest in employee rights
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

32. Information disclosure of supplier (not revealing confidential information)
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

33. Supplier's reputation
0=Not important

34. Supplier's packing ability
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

35. Production control capability of supplier
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0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

36. Supplier’s continuous improvement program
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

37. Supplier's documentation system
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

38. Supplier's self audit system
0=Not important

39. ISO quality system
0=Not important

40. Number of mistakes in invoices
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

41. Process control capability
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

42. Number of customer rejections of supplier's products
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

43. On time delivery
0=Not important

44. Sample delivery quality
0=Not important

45. Reserve capacity

1=Somewhat important
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0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

1=Somewhat important

2=Very important

3=A must

2=Very important

3=A must

46. Innovativeness
0=Not important

47. Open to site evaluation
0=Not important

48. Ethical standards
0=Not important

49. Supplier's willingness to invest in joint projects
0=Not important

1=Somewhat important

50. If some important criteria was not mentioned, please define it here by your own words
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your response!
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0,01

0,01
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0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01
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0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01
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0,00

0,00

0,00

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01
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0,01

0,01
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0,00
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0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01
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0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00
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0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,00

0,01

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00
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0,01
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0,01

0,01

0,01

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00
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0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00
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0,01
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0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00
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0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00
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0,01

0,01
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0,01

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,01
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0,01
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0,01

0,01
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Criteria
WeightS1 S2 S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15
S16 S17 S18
S19 S20 S21 S22 S23
S24 S25
S26
S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33
Defects on deliveries
1,054 3,1634 2,109 4,2179 2,10895 1,054476 3,16343 4,2179 2,109 2,109 4,2179 3,1634 1,0545 4,2179 3,16343 4,217905 3,16343 4,2179 4,217905 4,2179 4,2179 4,2179 4,2179 4,217905 4,2179 3,163428 4,217905 3,1634 4,2179 4,2179 4,2179 4,2179 4,2179 3,16343
Volume of purchases
1,054 4,2179 3,1634 2,10895 2,10895 2,108952 2,10895 2,10895 2,109 2,109 2,109 2,109 2,109 2,10895 2,10895 2,108952 2,10895 2,10895 2,108952 2,10895 2,10895 2,10895 2,10895 2,108952 2,10895 2,108952 1,054476 2,109 1,0545 2,10895 1,0545 1,05448 2,10895 2,10895
Ability to meet packing requirements
1,054 4,2179 3,1634 3,69067 2,10895 3,163428 2,63619 4,2179 2,109
0
0 3,1634 3,1634 3,16343 4,2179 1,581714 3,16343 2,10895 3,163428 3,16343 3,16343 3,16343 3,16343 3,163428 3,16343 3,163428 3,163428 3,1634 2,109 3,16343 2,109 3,16343 3,16343
0
On time delivery
1,046 4,1838 3,1378 3,66081 2,09189 2,091892 4,18378 3,66081 4,1838 3,1378 4,1838 2,0919 4,1838 3,13784 4,18378 2,614865 3,13784 4,18378 3,137839 3,13784 3,13784 3,13784 3,13784 3,137839 2,09189 2,091892 3,137839 3,1378 4,1838 4,18378 3,6608 2,09189 3,13784 4,18378
Quality of the product
1,045 4,1799 4,1799 3,65744 4,17993 3,134945 4,17993 4,17993 3,1349 4,1799 3,1349 3,1349 3,1349 4,17993 4,17993 4,179927 3,13495 4,17993 4,179927 3,13495 3,13495 2,08996 4,17993 4,179927 3,13495 4,179927 3,134945 3,1349 3,1349 3,13495 4,1799 3,13495 3,13495 4,17993
Information disclosure
1,042
0 3,1249
0 2,08327 3,124899 1,56245 2,08327
0
0 3,1249 2,0833 3,1249 3,1249
0 2,083266 3,1249 2,08327 4,166533 4,16653 3,1249
0 3,1249 1,041633
0 3,124899 4,166533
0
0
0 2,0833 3,1249
0
0
Trust in relationship
1,034 3,1022 4,1362 3,61919 3,10216 3,102162 4,13622 3,61919 3,1022 3,1022 4,1362 3,1022 3,1022 3,10216 4,13622 3,619189 3,10216 4,13622 4,136216 3,10216 3,10216
0 3,10216 3,619189
0 3,102162 3,102162
0
0
0 3,1022 3,10216
0 4,13622
Supplier's attitude
1,03 3,0902 4,1203 3,60529 3,09025 3,090249 4,12033 4,12033 3,0902 3,0902 4,1203 3,0902 3,0902 3,09025 4,12033 3,090249 4,12033 4,12033 4,120332 3,09025 4,12033 3,09025 3,09025 3,605291 3,09025 4,120332 3,090249 3,0902 3,0902 3,09025 3,0902 3,09025 3,09025 4,12033
Documentation system
1,03 4,1203 3,0902 3,09025 2,06017 3,090249 2,06017 2,06017 3,0902
0 4,1203 3,0902 3,0902 3,09025
0 1,545125 3,09025 2,06017 3,090249 3,09025 3,09025 2,06017 3,09025 1,545125
0 3,090249 3,090249
0
0
0 1,5451 3,09025
0
0
Easyness of communicate with1,026
the supplier
4,1041 4,1041 3,59108 2,05205 3,078069 4,10409 3,59108 3,0781 4,1041 4,1041 2,052 3,0781 3,07807 4,10409 3,591081 3,07807 4,10409 3,078069 3,07807 4,10409 2,05205 3,07807 3,591081 3,07807 3,078069 3,078069 3,0781 3,0781 3,07807 2,5651 3,07807 3,07807 4,10409
Likelyhood to comply on our processes
1,026 3,0771 3,0771 3,58996 3,07711 3,077108 3,58996 4,10281 3,0771 4,1028 3,0771 3,0771 3,0771 2,05141 4,10281 3,077108 3,07711 4,10281 2,051405 2,05141 3,07711 2,05141 2,05141 3,077108 3,07711 2,051405 2,051405 3,0771 3,0771 3,07711 2,0514 2,05141 3,07711 4,10281
Production control capability1,024
0 3,0718
0 3,0718 3,0718 2,04787 1,5359
0
0 4,0957 3,0718 3,0718 3,0718
0 1,5359 3,0718 1,5359 3,0718 3,0718 3,0718
0 3,0718 1,023933
0 3,0718 3,0718
0
0
0 1,5359 3,0718
0
0
Production capability
1,024 1,0239 3,0717 3,58367 3,07171 2,047809 2,04781 4,09562 3,0717 4,0956 4,0956 3,0717 3,0717 3,07171 4,09562 2,559761 3,07171 3,58367 3,071713 3,07171 3,07171 3,07171 3,07171 3,071713 3,07171 3,071713 3,071713 3,0717 3,0717 3,07171 3,5837 2,04781 3,07171 4,09562
Lead time of product
1,021 1,0214 4,0855 1,53205 3,06409 1,021365 4,08546 3,06409 4,0855 4,0855 2,0427 1,0214 4,0855 1,02136 4,08546 1,532047 4,08546 3,57478 3,064094 3,06409 4,08546 1,02136 1,02136 1,021365 2,04273 2,042729 3,064094 2,0427 4,0855 4,08546 1,0214 1,02136 1,02136 4,08546
Number of customer rejections1,021
0
0
0
0
0 1,53205 2,04273
0
0 3,0641 3,0641
0 4,08546
0 2,042729
0 2,04273 4,085458 3,06409
0
0 4,08546 2,042729
0 4,085458 3,064094
0
0
0 2,0427 4,08546
0
0
Returns policy
1,021
0 2,0412
0 2,04116 2,041158 1,53087
0 3,0617
0 3,0617 3,0617 3,0617 4,08232
0 1,530869 3,06174
0 3,061738 3,06174 4,08232
0
0
0 3,06174 3,061738 3,061738
0
0
0 1,5309 3,06174
0
0
Flexibility of supplier
1,021 2,0412 3,0617 3,57203 2,04116 3,061738 3,57203 3,57203 3,0617 3,0617 4,0823 3,0617 3,0617 2,04116 4,08232 2,041158 3,06174 4,08232 2,041158 2,04116 3,06174 3,06174 3,06174 3,061738 3,06174 2,041158 2,041158
0 3,0617 3,06174 2,0412 2,04116 2,04116 4,08232
Open to site evaluation 1,021 4,0823
0 3,57203
0
0 2,04116 2,04116 3,0617
0 3,0617 3,0617
0
0 4,08232 2,041158
0 2,04116
0
0 3,06174
0
0 2,041158
0
0
0
0
0
0 2,0412
0
0
0
Process control capability 1,02
0 3,0592
0 3,05917 3,059169
0
0 3,0592
0 3,0592 2,0394 3,0592 4,07889
0 1,529585 3,05917
0 3,059169 3,05917 3,05917
0
0
0
0 3,059169 3,059169
0
0
0 1,5296 3,05917
0
0
Financial position of the supplier
1,02
0 3,0592
0 4,07889 3,059169 1,52958 1,52958
0
0
0
0 3,0592
0
0
0 3,05917 1,52958
0
0 3,05917
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Selfaudit system
1,02 4,0789
0 2,03945
0
0 2,03945 2,03945
0
0 3,0592 2,0394
0 3,05917
0 3,569031
0 2,03945 3,059169 3,05917
0
0 3,05917
0
0 3,059169 3,059169
0
0
0 1,5296 3,05917
0
0
Management capability 1,019
0
0 1,52859
0
0
0
0 3,0572
0 3,0572 2,0381
0 3,05718
0 1,528591
0
0 3,057183 3,05718
0
0 3,05718 1,528591
0 3,057183 3,057183
0
0
0 1,5286 3,05718
0
0
Number of mistakes in invoices
1,019 4,0745 3,0559 4,07451 2,03726 3,055885 3,5652 4,07451 4,0745 4,0745 4,0745 3,0559 2,0373 4,07451 4,07451 3,565199 4,07451 4,07451 4,074513 4,07451 4,07451 3,05588 4,07451 4,074513 3,05588 3,055885 4,074513 3,0559 3,0559 3,05588 3,5652 3,05588 3,05588 4,07451
Supplier's reputation
1,018 4,0714 3,0535 3,56245 3,05353 3,053526 3,56245 3,56245 3,0535 4,0714
0
0 4,0714
0 4,07137 2,035684 3,05353 4,07137
0
0 4,07137
0
0 1,526763 3,05353
0
0 3,0535 2,0357 3,05353 2,0357
0
0 4,07137
Quality of aftersales service 1,016
0
0
0
0
0 2,03194 1,52395 3,0479
0 3,0479 3,0479
0 3,04791
0 1,523953
0 1,52395
0 3,04791
0 2,03194
0
0 3,04791 3,047906 3,047906
0
0
0 1,524 3,04791
0
0
Importance of buyer
1,016
0 3,0479 1,52395 3,04791 3,047906 2,03194 1,01597 3,0479
0
0
0 3,0479
0
0
0 3,04791 1,01597
0
0 3,04791 3,04791
0
0 3,04791
0
0 3,0479 3,0479 3,04791
0
0 2,03194
0
Reserve capacity
1,016 1,016 3,0479 3,55589 3,04791 2,031937 3,55589 2,03194 3,0479 3,0479 3,0479 2,0319 2,0319 3,04791 4,06387 3,047906
0 3,55589
0 3,04791
0 2,03194 3,04791 3,55589
0 3,047906 3,047906 2,0319 2,0319 2,03194 3,5559 3,04791 1,01597 4,06387
Cooperation in development 1,015
of new4,0611
product 0 2,03054
0
0
0 2,03054
0
0 3,0458 3,0458
0
0
0 2,030544
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 2,030544
0
0
0
0 3,0458
0 0,5076
0
0
0
Sample delivery quality 1,015 4,0611
0
0
0 3,045816 2,03054 4,06109
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 1,522908
0 2,03054
0
0
0
0
0 1,522908
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 3,04582
0
Supplier's technical capability1,015
0 3,0449
0 3,04485 3,044851
0
0
0
0 3,0449 3,0449 3,0449 3,04485
0 1,522426 3,04485
0 3,044851 3,04485 3,04485
0 3,04485 1,522426
0 3,044851 3,044851
0
0
0 1,5224 3,04485
0
0
Performance history of the supplier
1,014 2,028 4,056 3,54899 3,04199 3,041992 2,02799 2,02799 3,042 4,056 4,056 2,028 4,056 3,04199 4,05599 2,534993 4,05599 2,02799 3,041992 3,04199 4,05599 3,04199 3,04199 3,041992 3,04199 3,041992 3,041992 3,042 3,042 3,04199 3,549 3,04199 3,04199 4,05599
Impression made by the suplier
1,012 3,0351 3,0351 3,54093 3,03508 3,035083 4,04678 3,54093 3,0351 3,0351 4,0468 3,0351 3,0351 3,03508 4,04678 3,035083 4,04678 4,04678 3,035083 3,03508 4,04678
0 3,03508 3,035083 3,03508 4,046777 3,035083 3,0351 3,0351 3,03508 3,0351 3,03508 2,02339 4,04678
Innovativeness
1,012 2,0234 3,0351 1,51754 3,03508 2,023389
0 2,02339
0
0
0 3,0351 3,0351
0 4,04678 1,011694 3,03508
0
0
0 3,03508
0
0 1,011694
0
0
0
0
0
0 1,0117
0
0
0
Is the purchase part of core competence
1,008 4,0333of the company
0 3,52911
0
0 4,03326 3,52911 3,0249 4,0333 3,0249 3,0249
0 3,02495 4,03326 3,529107
0 3,52911 3,024948 3,02495
0 2,01663 3,02495 3,529107 2,01663 3,024948 3,024948 2,0166 3,0249 2,01663 3,5291 2,01663 2,01663 4,03326
Supplier's product development
1,006speed
2,0125 3,0188 2,01251 3,01876 2,012508 2,01251 2,01251
0
0
0
0 2,0125
0 4,02502 1,509381
0 2,01251
0
0 3,01876
0
0 2,012508
0
0
0
0
0
0 1,0063
0
0 4,02502
Supplier name or brand name1,006
image4,0235 3,0176 3,52052 3,01759 3,017593 2,01173 2,01173 3,0176 4,0235
0
0 3,0176 2,01173 4,02346 3,017593 3,01759 2,01173 3,017593 3,01759 3,01759
0 4,02346 2,011729 3,01759
0 3,017593 3,0176 2,0117 3,01759 4,0235
0
0 4,02346
Possibility to train and educate1,005
0 3,0153 2,01022 3,01533 2,010218
0
0
0 4,0204
0
0 2,0102
0 4,02044
0 2,01022
0
0
0 2,01022
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 4,02044
Supplier's design capabilities1,005 4,0199
0 2,00994
0
0 2,00994 3,01491
0 4,0199
0 3,0149
0 3,01491 4,01989 2,009943
0 3,01491
0
0
0
0
0 2,009943
0
0
0
0
0
0 2,0099
0
0 4,01989
Supplier's variety of assortment
1,005 4,0199 4,0199 3,5174 3,01491 3,014914 4,01989 3,5174 4,0199 4,0199
0 3,0149 3,0149 2,00994 4,01989 2,009943 3,01491 3,5174 3,014914
0 3,01491 3,01491
0 2,009943
0
0
0 2,0099 2,0099 2,00994 2,0099
0 2,00994 4,01989
Geographical location of the supplier
1,005 4,0185 2,0092 3,01385 2,00923 2,009233 4,01847 3,01385 4,0185 4,0185 4,0185 2,0092 4,0185 2,00923 4,01847 3,516157 2,00923 3,01385 3,013849 3,01385 3,01385 1,00462 2,00923 3,013849 3,01385 2,009233 3,013849 2,0092 4,0185 3,01385 3,5162 3,01385 2,00923 4,01847
Suitable MOQs
1,005 1,0046 3,0138 2,51154 3,01385 3,013849 4,01847 2,51154 3,0138 4,0185 4,0185 2,0092 4,0185 3,01385 4,01847 2,511541 4,01847 3,51616 4,018465 3,01385 4,01847 3,01385 3,01385 3,013849 3,01385 2,009233 4,018465 3,0138 3,0138 3,01385 2,0092 2,00923 1,00462 4,01847
97,207 102,33 96,1392 88,9249 87,93734 101,249 103,387 90,986 83,617 104,43 91,087 97,131 96,291 107,201 91,55426 95,2013 100,799 94,30854 92,2543 106,405 53,3864 83,0893 86,00144 64,5447 86,15359 92,20448 58,402 67,538 66,6115 86,455 81,0179 52,3981 94,8543

